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Rationale.—In times of world conflict and the necessity for
citizens of the world to be especially pr^ared to cope with these
world problems, the fanction of the school is becoming increasingly
i:^ortant. The time needed for peoples of the world to ait around the
conference tables and plan for the solutions of these problems is more
evident than erer before.
This need being evident and the trend of all nations toward the
preparation of their jarxih to take an active part in the complex
activities of world co-existence, have caused educators from all
parts of the world to become profoundly concerned about the content
of the curriculum and the educative process.
Since plaiming plays an Important role in the systemaldc
solution to any problem, educators are seeking better ways to promote
more effective cooperative planning among themselves. The steady
Increase of school population demands more time be given for the
initial planning period in order to have an adequate pattern for
guiding the learning experiences of children. Through the Initial
planning periods, teachers themselves may grow into more con^etent
manipulators of the educative process.
To aid in the development of its teachers, Georgia has added to
1
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the regular school year ten days to be used specifically for planning
purposes. This addition of "planning periods" has provoked various
kinds of reaction from teachers.
These ten days have been divided into two five day periods;
namely, pre-planning and post-planning weeks. Pre-planning week, the
five days coming prior to the opening of school, is devoted to the
routine work connected uith the opening of school and the planning of
the in-service program for professional growth. Post-planning week,
the five days coming at the close of school, is devoted to the routine
work connected with the closing of school, reviewing pre-registration
of pupils, planning for anol^er year’s work and evaluation.
It is the opinion of the Georgia State Board of Education that
these ten days can make a difference in the quality of education that
takes place in a given school.
Evolution of the Problem.—The writer has been a teacher and
principal in the Hancock County School System for the past eight
years. During this time the writer has observed a contimous lack
of interest in the pre-planning and post-planning weeks. It was
from these observations and the desire to interpret them that the
writer selected this problem for his research.
Contribution to Educational Theory and Practice.—It is believed
tiiat -the data collected and interpreted through this research will have
the following possible contribution to educa-tion:
1. It will offer -to administrators and other school personnel
pragmatic recommendations which will aid in making more
effective and productive the programs of pre-planning and
post-planning weeks.
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2. It vlU rereal genuine weaknesses which exist In the p?esent
pre-planning and post-planning programs which have and are
now causing a lack of Interest as manifested hj the teadiers.
Statement of the Problem.—The problem Involved In this research
was to ascertain the opinions of the teachers In Hancock and Greene
Counties as to the degree of effectiveness of pre-planning and post-
fG.annlng weeks In their schools. Further^ to formulate from teachers*
opinions and over-all findings of this study suggestions for making
effective use of pre-planning and post-planning weeks.
lindtaticms of the Sta<^,—One limitation of -Uie studtjr was ttiat
no attempt was made to compare the opinions of the subjects with the
opinions of teadiers elsewhere, toother was the fact that much of the
Information obtained concerning the subjects depended largely upon the
manner and truthfulness with itoLch they answered. Nevertheless, It
Is felt that the study will reveal some valuable Information In terms
of the over-all purposes undertaken.
Purpose of the Study.—The major purpose of this stuc^y was to
ascertain from the teachers of Hancock and Greene Counties, Georgia
whether or not they felt that the pre-planning and post-planning
weeks ere effectively used in their respective or particular counHes.
More ^clfically, the purposes were:
1. To determine the opinions of the Hancock and Greene County
tea<diers with reference to pre-planning and post-plamiing
for the administrative area of general procedures.
2. To determine the opinions of the Hancock and Greene County
teachers with reference to pre-planning for the administra¬
tive area of routines pertaining to the opening of school.
. To detexmine the opinions of the Hancock and Greene County
teachers with reference to pre-planning and post-planning
for the administrative area of program planning.
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U< To determine the opinions of the Hancock and Greene Countj
teachers with reference to pre-planning and post-planning
for the adininl8tra1d.re area of in-service education.
5. To determine the opinions of the Hancock and Greene County
teachers with refeirence to post-planning for the adMnlstra-
tlTe area of eraluatian.
6. To determine the differences, if any, between the opinions
of the teachers in Hancock and those in Greene County toward
pre-planning and post-planning sessions.
7. To formulate idiateyer implications for educational theory
and practice derived from the analyses and interpretation
of the data.
Definition of Terms.—The terms that were used in the study are
defined as follows:
1. "Pre-planning Week," as used in this study refers to the
fire days used for planning prior to the opening of school.
2. "Post-planning Week," as used in ‘Uiis study refers to the
five days used for planning and evaluation at the close of
the school term.
3> "In-service Education," as used in this study refers to a
group of plmwed lear^ng experiences designed to foster
the professLraial growth of teachers after en^loynent.!
Locale of the Study.—The counties involved in this study were
Hancock and Greenej they are located in the Northeastern section of
Georgia. The counties are predominahtly agrarian in nature thereby
glvlzig rise to little industry. Host of the inhabitants are farm
laborers and lumber mill workers.
Period of the Study.—This study was conducted during the 1962-
1963 school year with the final statls1d.cal work and report writing
1
Roberta T. Smith, "An Analytical Evaluation of the In-Service
Program of the Public Schools of Clayton County, Georgia" (unpublished
Master's thesis. School of Education, Atlanta IMversity, 1956), p. 3.
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being done during the summer of 1963*
Me'Uiod of Research*—The Descriptive-Survey Method of research^
employing the techniques of questionnaire, documentary materials and
interview, was used to gather the data for this study.
Subjects.—The subjects involved in this study were the educa¬
tional personnel of Hancock and Greene Counties, Georgia. The distrl-
butdon of the p^sonnel was as follows: lid; teachers, 7 administrators
or principals and two curriculum directors. Of the lid; teachers, 98
were elementary teachers and U6 were high school teachers. Of the
total number responding to the writer's request 2 or 1 per cent does
not hold a professional degree; however, all of -those not holding a
professional degree do hold profession^ two or -three year certificates.
There are 137 or 99 per cent of -the group holding either B.A. or B.S.
degrees. Of the 139 persons responding, 8 or 6 per cent hold the
Master's degree. The teaching e^qperience ranged from one to ten years
and over.
Description of Instruments.—The instruments used for the collec¬
tion of data were:
1. A questionnaire specifically designed to collect data
pertaining to the opinions of teachers towards the
effectiveness of the pre-planning and post-planning
weeks.
2. An Intexview schedule through which -to secure substantiating
data from administrators pesrtaining to ac-tl-vities caxried
on during pre-planning and post-planssing weeks.
Criterion of Reliability.—The "criterion of reliability" for the
significant difference statistics was established with reference -bo a "t"
of 2.58 at -the one (.01) per cent level of confidence at I3Z degrees of
freedom
6
Operational Steps.—The procedural steps used in conducting this
research are Characterized below.
1. The Related Literature pertinent to this study was reviewed
and susonarlzed and presented in the final thehis copy.
2. PermiaaLon to conduct this research was secured from the
proper school officials in Hancock and Greene Counties,
Georgia.
3. The construction, validation and approval of the question¬
naire on the options of teachers towards pre-planning and
post-planning week programs were done during the months
of October and November.
li. The contact, orientation towards and securing of the parti¬
cipation of the educational personnel in Hancock and Greene
Counties, Georgia was done during the month of January. The
writer administered all of the questionnaires.
5* The data derived from the questionnaires, interviews and
docvimentary materials were assembled into appropriate
tables for the purpose of analysis, interpretations and
treatment of the data.
6. The formulation of findings, conclusions, in^lications and
recommendations idiich are Included in the final thesis coi^.
Survey of Related lAterattire.—As a frame of reference for the
problem Inherent in this research, significant abstractions from
related literature are presented below.
The literature seems to reveal ‘Uiat this problem of lack of
Interest manifested by teadiers is a common problem.
Smith states that:
The difficTiIties that seem to keep the teacher planning
meetings from being a success are listed below, with sugges¬
tions of the kind of evidence that caused us to feel as we
did.
1. A general iIl^}ression that many of the meetings
were not worthwhile. (The activities that the teachers
carried on during the meeting gave evidence of what the
first statement says; such as diecking papers and finishing
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report cards.)
2. Lack of a feeling of responsibility for the success
of the meeting by manbers of the group. (Participation in
the meetings was limited to a few members of the group.
I^oposals for action were infrequently made. Wien proposals
were made there seemed to be little interest in volunteer¬
ing to do the intrinsic work to carry on the action.)
3. AsaTm5)tion of too much responsibility by -ttie status
leader - the coordinator of instruction.
li. Lack of attention to better methods of group woz^
in planning meetings.^
Weber made a study to determine the most promlaing techniques
used for the stimulation of professional growth among teadilng
personnel. Some of the techniques represented in the study listed
by twenty or more schools were: (a) CHrganizlng teachers into committees
to study problems; (b) organized study of special topics in general
staff meetings; (e) providing a professional library and browsing
iTOom for teachers; (d) having teachers (not administrators) give
reviews of articles in educational magazines; (e) visiting other
teachers in one's om school or other schools; and (f) giving special
financial rewards for participation in programs of in-service education.^
Besvenick stated that the Dade County teacdiers had two Curriculum
Planning Committees that were used to stimulate professional growth.
The Basic Education Curriculum Committee is responsible or concerned
1
Maiy N. Smith, "Action Research to Iiprove Teacher Hanning
Meetings." School Review. LI (March, 1952),pp. Ilt2-l50.
2
C. A. Weber, "Promising Techniques for Educating Teachers
In-Service." Educational Administration and Supervision. XIXVIH
(December, 19it2), pp. 691-695.
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wL'Ui the problems arising in the basic education program which are of
importance to all schools iznrolved. This committee con^jiled a hand¬
book for beginning basic education teachers. It atten^ted to answer
questions about the program that were sent in by teachers from all
over the county. The questions were put into five general categories.
Committee members stated idiich category each prefezred to develop and
thus split into five groups. Each group was assigned the task of
organizing material and answezlng questions in its section. The
entire committee met once a monlii at idiich ‘ti.me members read their
suggested answers and asked for criticisms. At the last meeting of
the year a mimeographed copy of the report was passed out and discussed.
All Junior hi^ school faculties of the cotmly read and evaluated this
handbook during the post-planning period, June, 1952.^
The teachers found that classroom problems, curriculum restrictions,
and building inadequacies were common. This encouraged free exchange
of suggestLons and possible solutions. New ideas and literature in
education were discussed and considered. In short, it was a fine
exaii^>le of in-service training.
Baker’s article on "What is an Effective In-Service Program,"
describes methods and procedures used for in-service education programs
in the Austin, Texas Public Schools.
Baker states that:
I
Sidney Besvenick, "The Role of the Teadbier in Planning the
Basic Educaticn Program." Education, LZHI (January, 1953). PP.
312-315.
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Twenty of the teachers' two hundred working days are
used for special in-service education. Four days are used
pre-planning before school opens in September for the purposes:
(1) special orientation to new teachers; (2) orientation of
all teachers into plans for the new year; (3) departmental
study of materials; (U) discussions of special sez^ce such
as guidance programs, visiting teachers' programs, special
education, etc., and (5) study of teadiers' handbook.
The teachers have the opportunity bf going into five
programs in the period after school closes in Jime.
Fifty per cent of the faculty work in currictilum workshops;
fifteen per cent of the faculty may teach summer schools,
locally or otherwise; tweniy-five per cent of the faculty may
attend summer school; and five per cent of the faculty may' be
Involved in related educational projects.^
Smith reports that: "Ine^qperlenced teachers cannot be expected
to master the art of teaching during pre-service training. Years of
experience are essential to master training.
The problem of what activities that are to be carried on during
pre-planning and post-plaiming sessions have naturally been the con¬
cern of many Georgia administrators. According to Purcell, the pur¬
poses of pre-planning and post-planning sessions are:
1. To handle efficiently routine work in cozmection
with the operation of schools.
2. To plan total school programs idiich will Insure
continuing is^rovement of educational services to children
and the community.
3. To provide in-service professional growth
opportunities for teadiers, pzincipals and all other
school persomel.
Iz. To evaluate plans, policies and activities of the
year; to make suggestions for better implementation.^
j
T. P. Baker, "What is an Effective In-Service Education Rrogram?"
Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary School Principals
(March, W51)7p. ^
2
Smith, op. cit., p. 7.
3
Claude Purcell, Pre-Planning and Post-Planning (Atlanta: State
Departnent of Education, 1959J, p. 2.
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Shibles states that:
Teachers learn to teach by teaching. They achieve
saccess in their needs and understandings of their pro¬
blems. The conqjetent teacher seeks throu^ in-service
training to enlarge her acadende background and to
iitgjrove her knowledge of the profession. Eveify teacher
must have experience, continuous study and adequate
time for professional growtii.l
Attempts to inqprove the staff cannot be confined entirely to
the addition of new staff members. In fact, the major possibility
of increased strength is throu^ in-service training for the present
meribers of the group.
Wiles states that:
As supervisors attempts to promote in-sexvice growth;
his pattern of work corresponds to the principles that
underly all good learning situations. He recognizes that:
(1) leami33g is occurring all the time; (2) the learning
that individual does in a situation is detezmdned by his
purposes, his needs and his past esqwriences; (3) when
force is applied, the learning that occurs may be the
opposite of what is desired; (1;) the leamii^ of the
teacher will be nearer what the supervisor expects when
both the teacher and the supervisor feel secure and ^en
both have had a part in establishing purposes; and (5) the
supervisor and the teacher learns simultaneously. Teacher
growth is promoted when teachers exchange ideas and when
th^ are encouraged to test the hypotheses they established.
Programs of curriculum Isgtrovement constitute in-service
training. Too frequently it has been assumed Ihat these are
separate functions. As teachers work on identifying inade¬
quacies in the present program, on preparing changes in
policies or curriculum content or on devising operational
procedures, they are growing in insist and in teaching skill.
They, themselves, improve as they work to improve the program. ^
The most important item of a group working together is a unity
1
Mark R. Shibles, "ihperience a Factor in Success.** School
Executive, IXIX (May, 1^50), p. 66.
2
ELmball "laies. Supervision for Better Schools (New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, luc., 1955), pp.
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of purpose. Ways of sol-ving problems evolve as groups continuously and
earnestly work together. Another in^Kirtant factor of a group is the
quality and philosophy of the leader.
Rcrcell states that:
In an effective in-service program the leader in a
democratic social order will provide a setting that
encourages teacher participation and initiative. He will
en^hasize cooperation. He will stress activity. The
status leader may foster leadership in others by creating
a permissive atmosphere in which the individual feels
secure enou^ to make his unique contribution; offering
an opportTonity to assume responsibility in program develop¬
ment and encouraging the full use of creativity.!
The primary pu2*pose of any activity carried on in a given school
should be to improve the educational offeriisgs for children and youth.
Inasmuch as we will agree on the fact that if teachers Inprove them¬
selves, the chances for youth to grow are enhanced, administrators
should be constantly aware of the fact that his Inherent responsi¬
bility is to keep the in-service and planning activities on a pro¬
fessional basis. We must see that all channels of communication
between the staff, pupils, administration and community are always
kept open; for communication leads to understanding.
FLanning meetings cannot effectively be expected to be successful
if purposes and goals have not been clearly understood by members of
the group idio are to participate in these meetings. This, again,
points to Ihe need of cossnunication.
Jacobson states that:
1
Claude Purcell, In-Serviee Education (Atlanta: State Department
of Education, 1959), p. i.
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All staff Btenibers Izicludlng school administrators
must realize that no amount of pre-service training is
ever fully satisfactory. Preparation must continue during
service. Pre-service and in-service education are merely
different aspects of a program of professional in5)rovement
that has no terminal point.
No general program of in-service education for a school
system is ever fhlly satisfied. Since the needs for re-educa¬
tion will differ with the individuals engsloyed, the program
must be designed to stimulate every staff member to undOT-
take his own re-education. As the professional leader of his
school, the pzindpal must accept the responsibility for
challenging the continued growth of each individual worker.
Inability on the part of the principal to meet this challenge
creates a problem for the top leaderdiip of the school system.
A major function of the central office staff of a school
system thus becomes one of prepaxdng its local school princi¬
pals for and supporting them in a program of continuous
re-educa1d.on of faculty members.^
To meet the problems posed by our complex culttire, schools and
school systems need a continuous program of curriculum improvement.
Many educators would agree that pre-service education is but the first
step in the development of a successful teaciier and that teachers
should grow in their work with children until the time of retirement.
Frequently the reason given for the lack of a program for cxtrriculum
ia^rovement is a fear of public reprisal. If no attempts are made to
include the communiiy in curriculum change, there is probably good
reason to fear reprisals.
The AssociatLon S)r Supervision and Curriculum Development
points out that many adxninistrators and teachers uixlerstand and be¬
lieve in the philosophy and objectives of modern education, but are
lost idien it comes to implementation. Not infrequently innovations are
1
Paul B. Jacobson et al.. The Effective School Principal (New
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19^1*), p. ^93.
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so poorly conceived and planned that they are doomed to failure before
they are begun. Careful study of the literature describing situations
idiere experimentation has been carried on successfully, along with a
maximum of cooperative planning, usually leads to a plan of action
idiich mill result in significant changes in the curriculum.^
The question of how teachers are to continue to grow pro¬
fessionally has often been raised.
McKee states that:
Many have discovered that training is the key to
solving most of these problems, training in both content
and method. In Atlanta, Georgia, where schools operate
on a K-7 for elementary and 8-12 for secondary work,
teachers have found several kinds of in-seivice training
that help. Some of these programs may carry credit toward
an advanced degree or salary increment; some do not. As
an additional help for this demand, resource teachers
serving ; as instructional supervisors within the system
have begun to teach content courses in their respective
fields of socialization.2
Mlel states that in-service education as a segment of leader-
i^p resoiisihllity was never in greater need of study. Intelligent
planning of such an operation requires critical assessment of the
persoimel to be educated, of -tlie type of performance desired of
that personnel, and of means and methods of providing on-the-;)ob
education appropriate to performance sought. Never was there a more
diverse group to be planned for, never was the direction of elementary
education more unclear, and never was there a greater need for using
1
Association for Supervision and Curricultim Development, Action
for Curriculum Development (Washington, D. C., ASCD, 19^1). p. Uo.'
2
Catherine McKee, "Teachjars Iiqjrove Their Skills Throu^ On-
The-Job Training.** The Clearing, House, XIXVl (January, 19^2), pp. 259-263.
creatively with adalts idiat we know about learning.^
The groups that are most seriously neglected are the teachers
and the leadership personnel already established In the school s7steDi.
Perhaps this Is as good an explanation as any of the fact that for some
years now elementaiy education has appeared to rest on a plateau^ If
It has not. Indeed regressed. At best. In many cases the teacher who
Is "good" or even just adequate, has been left to his ovm devices.
At worst, however, he has been made to follow directions designed for
the lllprepared and thus has been deprived of the opportunity to
exercise his own good judgment and creativity In his teaching situation.
Therefore, It should be a first order of business to plan a program of
In-service education that takes account of the great diversity of need
In groups and Individuals within the profession and 1hat distributes
opportunities for growth equitably among all kinds of teachers and
leadership personnel.
In-sexvlce education consists of experiences planned to help
IndLvlduala and groups on the job to perform better than they would
without the experiences. Such planning can be done Intelligently only
If there Is a clear conception of duties to be performed and of the
quality of performance desired.
Inasmuch as the principal Is the administrative head of the school,
he should be fully aware of his responsibility for providing for partici¬
pation from his entire group In the In-service education program.
1
Alice Mel, "In-Service Education Re-examined," The National
Elementary Principal. XLI (Febmary, 1962), pp. 7-11.
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Hason states that:
In-service education Is seldom the teznn used to describe
the acti-vities for professional growth conducted in individual
schools under ttie direction of the principal. Tet there is no
one, with the exception of the teacher, idio exercises more
direct influence upon the teaching-leanXlng process than the
elementary sdiool principal. He, more than any other single
individual, is responsible for the psychological climate in
his school building.
Professional is^x^vement requires an atmosphere in idilch
teachers feel they have the support, confidence and respect
of their principal. They need to feel that their individual
differences are recognized and respected; that each is en¬
couraged to make a contribution in his own way; that th^ are
free to try out their own ideas and make mistakes.l
The time element is of vital importance in planning for the
in-service education program. W.th the multiplicity of activities
and duties that are placed upon the teachers, most principals are
sympathetic toward teachers and a bit of time for dieer relaxation
and rest.
Hason further states:
Probably one of Ihe greatest sources of frustration to
the principal who wants to provide an effective in-service
program in his school is lack of tlm». , .
Hore and more systems are providing time for teacher
in-service education before school opens in September. A
few systems close early a few days each year for various
in-service activities. However, this release time is usually
reserved for system-wide activities rather than for those for
one school.2
The principal must not forget that he is also responsible for
his own in-service growth. Inasmuch as he is seen usually as a
person of many roles, it is extremely inportant that he continue his
r~
Barbara T. Mason, "The Principal’s Role in In-Service Education,"




in-service growth. He diotild constantly look at himself and his
effectiveness as a principal. Mel states that no matter what the
organization of the school, the principal needs a grasp of -Uie total
operation of the elementary school curriculum and must be knowledgable
in all areas of the curriculum.^
For the principal, the problem of specialization also arises.
For the benefit of his own school, a principal may specialize in an
area in idilch established teachers are not likely to be competent.
Fortunately, he always has the opportunity of studying professional
matters along with the teachers with ihom he is working. If outside
consultants are brou^t in to work with teachers, he can avail him¬
self to the opportunity to learn from them along with teachers.
Summaiy of Related Literature.—A summary of the related litera¬
ture 'ihich was c3one in connection with this sttidy is presented in the
series of over-all findings pertinent to theories, principles and
research having to do with the problems of this research.
1. The most prcTndslng techniques used for the stimnlaticai of
professional growth among teaching personn^ are:
a. Organizing teachers into ccunmittees to study problems.
b. ProvicJlng a professional library and browsii^ room for
teachers.
c. Visiting other teachers in one's own school or other
schools.
d. Giving special financial awards for participating in
programs of in-service echxcation.
2. Difficulties that seem to keep teacher-planning meetings
from being a success were: lack of a feeling of responsi¬
bility for the success of the meeting by members of the
group5 the assimgjtion of too much responsibility by the
status leader; and a general is^ression that many of the
1
Hascm, op. clt., p. 11
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meetiiigs were not worthwhile.
3. The purposes of pre-planning and post-planning sessions
were found to be:
a. To handle efficiently the rou1d.ne work in connection
with the operation of schools.
b. To plan total school programs which insure contirad.ng
in^rorement of educational services to children and
the community.
c. To provide in-service professional growth opportunities
for teacher8; principals and other sdiool personnel.
d. To evaluate plans^ policies and activities of the year;
to make suggestions for better iB^)lemertation.
U. The role of leadership is to make certain that all members
of the group feel ‘secure and capable of making their unique
contributions to the activities of the group.
In-service education provides a means of continued pro¬
fessional growth throng directed and supervised teaching
experience, study groups, consultative services, seminars,
on-campus courses, summer study and educative travel.
CH4PTER H
msswsiTim and an&lisis op data
Organization and Treatment of Data.—The major purpose of this
chapter is the presentation, a3aal7sis and interpretation of the data
on the question of pre-planning and post-planning weeks for teachers
of Hancock and (hreene Counties, Georgia. The presentation of the data
is organized around ‘tiie rei^onses given on the questionnaires.
The questionnaires were administered to one hundred and forty-
four teachers. Of this nmnber, one hundred and thirty-nine were
returned. This numiber, one hundred and thirty-nine, represents the
total number idio were the subjects of this research. The data derived
from the administration of the questionnaires were assembled in a
total of ten tables, to wit:
1. Pour (U) tables portraying the responses on the four areas
of pre-planning programs as obtained from the group of
Hancock and Greene County teachers, re^ectively.
2. Pour (U) tables portraying iiie responses on the fotir areas
of the post-planning programs as obtained from the group
of teadiers from Hancock and Greene County, respectively.
3. Two (2) tables indicating the significant differences
between the per cents of total responses of the Hancock
and Greene County teachers on the pre-planning and post-
planning programs, respectively.
The "criterion of reliability" for the significanb difference
statistics was established with reference to a "t" of 2.58 at the
one (.01) per cent level of confidence with an "infinite" degregof
18
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freedom. The oiae per cent level of confidence was chosen in order that
at least nineiy-nine times out of every one hundred times the results
would probably be correct.
The "criterion of reliability" for the percentage statistics
was the manner and truthfulness with idaich the subjects answered the
questionnaire items.
Basis of Rating.—The ratings: excellent, good, average, below
average and poor used thrcutout the study was the subjective esti¬
mates or evaluations of the re^ondent with reference to his evaluation
of tJie conprehensivenesa, effectiveness and efficiency of the pro¬
cedures used in the pre-planning and post-planning programs.
Pre-ELanning Program
rorwronl'.,—The data derived from the responses of the 139
teachers of Hancock and Greene Cotmties, Georgia, which pertains
to the effectiveness of the pre-planning programs used in their
schools are presented in Tables 1 through 1^.
General Area of Pre-Planning.—The data on the general area of
pre-planning as obtained from responses to the questionnaire items by
the Hancock and Gre^e County teachers are presented on page 20,
Table 1.
Excellent Responses - The excellent responses ranged from a
low of 17 or 12 per cent, for to what extent is the curriculum
director's resourcefulness utilized, to a high of 69 or $0 per cent,
for to what extent is the principal's resourcefulness utilized. The
next ranking responses were ^ or 38 per cent, and $1 or 37 per cent,
for to what extent do you consider the above procedures as of
TABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONS ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE
PRE-PLANNING PROGRAM (GENERAL AREA) OBTAINED FROM THE TEACHERS





























1. How effective is your pre-planning Week? 26 19.00 59 U2.00 UU 32.00 6 U.oo 1 1.00 3 2.00
2. To what extent have the pu3?poses of pre-planning
been explained to you? 51 37.00 55 Uo.oo 2U 17.00 U 3.00 2 1.00 3 2.00
3. To ahat extent are you included in the planning of
the activities of pre-planning?
U2 30.00 U7 3U.00 25 18.00 8 ^6;oo 7 5.00 10 7.00
li. To what extent would you be willing to serve in
planning pre-planning activities?
Ui 29.00 69 50.00 20 lU.OO 1 1.00 1 1.00 7 5.00
5. To what extent is the classroom teachers' resource¬
fulness utilized during pre-plannii^ week?
3k 2U.OO 58 U2.00 Uo 29.00 5 u.oo 2 1.00 0 0.00
6. To what extent is the principal's resourcefulness
utilized during pre-planning week?
69 50.00 US 3U.00 17 12.00 1 1.00 0 0.00 U 3.00
7. To what extent i^ the curriculum director's
resourcefulness utilized during pre-planning
week?
17 12.00 kh 32.00 U3 32.00 17 12.00 11 7.00
’■
7 5.00
8. To what extent would you be willing to participate
in a specific pre-planning activity?
Ul 29.00 65 li7.00 31 22.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 2 1.00
9. To what extent do you consider the above procedures
as of administrative iB5)ortance and/or function?
Sk 38.00 56 Uo.oo 22 16.00 1 1.00 0 0.00 6 2.00
Total 375 30.00 501 Uo.oo 266 21.00 U3 3.00 2U 2.00 U2 3.00
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adndniatrative iB5)ortance and/or function and for to idiat extent have
the purposes of pre-planning been explained to you, respectively. The
next ranking responses were k2 or 30 per cent and Ul or 29 per cent, for
to what extent are you included in the planning of the activities of
pre-planning and for to what extent would you be willing to serve in
planning pre-planning activities, re^ectively. Finally, the next to
the lowest response was 26 or 19 per cent, for how effective is your
pre-planning week.
Gk)od Responses - The good responses ranged from a low of Uli or
32 per cent, for to idiat extent are liie curriculum director's resource¬
fulness utilized, to a high of 69 or 90 per cent, for to tdiat extent
would you be willing to serve in planning the pre-planning activities.
The next ranking responses were 65 or ii7 per cent, for to uhat extent
would you be willing to participate in a specific pre-planning
activity and 5? or U2 per cent, for how effective is your pre-planning
week. Following these two came 58 or k2 per cent, and 58 or UO per
cent, for to what extent is the classrocan teacher's resourcefulness
utilized during pre-planning week and for to tdiat extent do you
consider the above procedures as of administrative importance and/or
function, respectively. The next ranking responses were 55 or 1^0 per
cent, for to what extent have the purposes of pre-planning been
explained to you and U8 or 3h per cent, for to what extent is. the
principal's resourcefulness utilized during pre-planning week. Next
to the lowest response hi or 3U per cent was for to what extent are
you Included in the planning of the activities of pre-planning.
Average Responses - The average responses ranged from a low of
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17 or 12 per cent for to >diat extent Is the principal's resourcefulness
utilized, to a hi^ of Ut or 32 per centffor how effective is your
pre->planning week. The next ranking res^nse was li3 or 32 per cent
for to what extent is the curticulton director's resourcefulness
utilized. Following this came 1^0 cr 29 p» cent for to idiat extent
is the classx^caii teacher's resourcefulness utilized. 31 or 22 per
cent and 2$ or 18 per cent for to idiat extent would you he willing
to participate in a specific pre-planning activity and to what extent
are you included in the planning of the activities of pre-planning,
respectively, were next. Following these two came 2k or 17 per cent
for to what extent have the puirposes of pre-planning been explained
to you and 22 or l6 per cent for to idxat extent do you consider the
above procedures as of administrative importance and/or functions*
•
Next to the lowest was 20 or lU p^ cent, for to ^at extent would
you be willing to serve in planning pre-planning activities.
Below Average Responses - The below average responses ranged
fjrom a low of 0 or 0 per cent for what extent would you be willing
to participate in a specific pre-planning activity to a high of 17
or 12 per cent for to- idiat extent is the curriculum director's
resourcefulness utilized. The next ranking responses were 8 or 6
per cent and 6 or U per cent for to idiat extent are you included in
the planning of the activildes of pre-planning and for how effective
is your pre-planning week, respectively. Following these two came
5 or per cent for to fibat extent is the classroom teacher's resource¬
fulness utilized and U or 3 per cent for to what extent have the pur¬
poses of pre-planning been explained to you. Next to the lowest was
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1 or 1 per cent for three items, namely: to what extent would you be
willing to serve in planning pre-planning activities^ to idiat extent
is the principal's resourcefulness utilized; and to ^at extent do you
consider the above procedures as of administrative Importance and/or
function.
Poor Responses - The poor responses ranged from a low of 0 and
0 per cent for three items, namely: to idiat extent is the principal's
resourcefulness utilized; to idiat extent woulxi you be willing to parti¬
cipate in a specific pre-platming activity; and to idiat extent do you
consider the above procedures as of administrative importance and/or
function to a high of 11 or 7 per cent for to what extent is the
curriculum director's resourcefulness utilized. The next ranking
response was 7 or 5 per cait for to vtiat extent are you included in
the planning of the activities of pre-planning. Following this response
came 2 or 1 per cent for two items, to wit: to idiat extent have the
purposes of pre-planning been explained to you; and to idiat extent is
the classroom teadier's resourcefulness utilized. Next to the lowest
response was 1 or 1 per cent for to idiat extent would you be willing to
serve in planning pre-planning activities.
Ifa-answered Responses - The tin-answered responses ranged from a
low of 0 or 0 per cent for to what extent is the classroom teacher's
resourcefulness utilized to a high of 10 or 7 per cent for to what
extent are you included in the planning of the activities of pre¬
planning. The next ranking rei^onse was 7 or 5 per cent for two
items, to wit: to tdiat extent would you be willing to serve in planning
pre-planning activities; and to idiat extent is the curzdculum director's
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resourcefulness, utilized. The next ranking responses were 6 or U per
cent and U or 3 per cent for to idiat extent do you consider the above
procedures as of adndnistratiTe inportance and/or io^ortance and to
what extent is the principal's resourcefulness utilized^ respectively.
The next ranking re^onse was 3 or 2 per cent for two items, namely:
how effective is yo\ir pre-planning week; and to idiat extent have the
puzposes of pre-planning been explained to you. Next to the lowest
re^onse was 2 or 1 per cent for to what extent would you be willing
to participate in a specific pre-planning activity.
Routines Pertaining to School Opening.—The data on the routines
pertaining to school opening as obtained from re^onses to the question¬
naire items by the Hancock and Greene County teachers are presented
in Table 2.
Excellent Responses - The excellent responses ranged from a low
of 36 or 26 per cent for to what extent is time allotted for getting
rooms ready for the first day of school to a hi^ of 70 or 50 per cent
for to idiat extent were the mechanical details (scheduling, attendance
records, cumulative records, financial records, etc.), of the scdiool
explained to you. The next ranking response was 5l or 37 per cent for
to >diat extent do you consider the above procedures as of administrative
importance and/or function. Next to 'Uxe lowest ranking response was
1*8 or 31* per cent for to ^at extent does this week serve to orient
new members of the group.
Good Responses - The good responses ranged from a low of 1*5 or
32 per cent for to what extent were the mechanical details of the
school, (scheduling, attendance records, cumulative records, financial
TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONS ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE
PRE-PLANNING PROGRAM (ROUTINES PERTAINING TO SCHOOL OPENING) OBTAINED
FROM THE TEACHERS OF HANCOCK AND GREENE COUNTY, GEORGIA, 1962-1963
























1. To what extent were the mechanical details of the
school, i.e., scheduling, attendance records,
cumulative records, financial records, etc.,
explained to you?
70 50.00 U5 32.00 11.00 k 3.00 1 1.00 5 3.00
2. To what extent is time allotted for getting rooms
and materials reac^ for the first day of school?
36 26.00 h9 35.00 36 26.00 10 7.00 k 3.00 k 3.00
3. To what extent does this week serve to orient new
members of the group?
U8 35.00 50 35.00 27 19.00 h 3.00 h 3.00 6 li.OO
■Lr\
CM
U. To what extent do you consider the above pro¬
cedures as of administrative inportance and/or
function?
51 37.00 S9 U2.00 22 16.00 0 0.00 2 1.00 5 3.00
Total 205 37.00 203 36.00 100 18.00 18 3.00 11 2.00 20 U.OO
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records, etc,), explained to you to a of 59 or U2 per cent for to
vhat extent do you consider the above procedures as of administrative
iaportance and/or function. The next ranking response was 50 or 35
per cent for to idxat extent does this week serve to orient new members
of the group. Next to the lowest ranking response was li9 or 35 per
cent for to what extent is time allotted for getting rooms ready for
the first day of school.
Average Responses - The average responses ranged from a low of
l5 or 11 per cent for to what extent were the mechanical details of the
sdiool (scheduling, attendance records, cumulative records, financial
records, etc.), explained to you to a hi^ of 36 or 26 per cent for to
what extent is time allotted for getting rooms ready for the first day
of school. The next ranking re^onse was 27 or 19 per cent for to what
extent does this week serve to orient new members of the group. Next
to the lowest ranking rei^onse was 22 or l6 per cent for to what extent
do you consider the above procedures as of administrative importance
and/or function.
Below Average Responses - The below average re^onses ranged
from a low of 0 and 0 per cent for to what extent do you consider the
above procedures as of administrative inportance and/orfunetSon. to a
hi^ of 10 or 7 per cent for to idiat extent is time allotted for getting
rooms ready for the first day of school. The next ranking re^onse was
It or 3 per cent for two items, namely: to idiat extent were the mechani¬
cal details of the school, (scheduling, attendance records, cumulative
records, financial records, etc.), explained to you; and to what extent
27
does this week serve to orient new members of the group.
IVaor Responses - The poor reponses ranged from a low of 1 or
1 per cent for to idiat extent were the mechanical details of the school,
(scheduling, attendance records, cumulative records, financial records,
etc.), explained to you to a high of U or 3 per cent for two items,
namely: to what extent is time allotted for getting rooms ready for
the first day of school; and to what extent does this wedc serve to
orient new members of the group. Next to the lowest ranking response
was 2 or 1 per cent for to what extent do you consider the above
procedures as of administrative importance and/or function.
Ifa-answered Responses - The un-answered responses ranged from a
low of U or 3 per cent for to idiat extent is time allotted for getting
rooms ready for the first day of school to a high of 6 or U per cent
for to idiat extent does this week serve to orient new members of the
group. Next to the lowest ranking response was 5 or 3 per cent for
two items, namely: to what extent were the mechanical details of the
school, (scheduling, attendance records, cumulative records, financial
records, etc.), explained to you; and to what extent do you consider
the above procedures as of administrative importance and/or function.
Program Hanning.—The data on program planning as obtained from
the responses to the questionnaire items by the Hancock and Greene
County teachers are presented in Table 3, page 28.
Excellent Responses - The excellent responses ranged from a low
of 25 or l8 per cent for to vhet extent are cumulative records used in
the light of planning -Uie years work, individually and by faculty groups
TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONS ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE
PRE-PLANNING PROGRAM (PROGRAM PLANNING) OBTAINED FROM THE TEACHERS
OF HANCOCK AND GREENE COUNTT, GEORGIA, 1962-1963
Below Uh-
Excellent Good Average Average Poor Answered
Sum- Per Nmn- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Rum- Per
Item Number ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent
1. To what extent is time spent in discnssing, explain¬
ing and clarif^ng the school policies and recommend¬
ing policies needed?
76 55.00 Ui 32.00 12 8.00 3 2.00 1 1.00 3 2.00
2. How well are long-ranged goals and objectives set up,
. . . and limited numbers for immediate attention
considered?
31 22.00 5U 39.00 liO 29.00 7 5.00 1 1.00 6 ll.OO
3. To what extent are cumulative records used in the
light of planning the year’s work, individually and
by faculty groups?
25 18.00 h3 31.00 U6 33.00 12 9.00 h 3.00 8 6.00
it. How effectively does the system use coramittees in
making plans for the use and selection of instrac-
tional materials?
36 26.00 U7 3U.00 35 25.00 11 8.00 2 1.00 8 6.00
5. To what extent do you consider the above procedures
as of administrative importance and/or function?
5U 39.00 U8 35.00 29 21.00 3 2.00 . 0 0.00 5 3.00
Total 222 32.00 236 3h.00 162 23.00 36 5.00 8 1.00 30 U.oo
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to a hi^ of 76 or 55 per cent for to idiat extent is time spent in
discussing, explaining and clarifying the school policies and recommend¬
ing policies needed. The next ranking responses were or 39 per cent
and 36 or 26 per cent for to %4iat extent do you consider the above
procedures as of administrative importance and/or function and for how
effectively does the system use committees in making plans for the use
and selection of materials for instruction, rei^ectively. Next to the
lowest ranking rei^onse was 31 or 22 per cent for how well are long-
range goals and objectives set up . . . and limited numbers for
immediate attention considered.
Good Responses - The good re^onses ranged from a low of k3 or
31 per cent for to what extent are curaula'tLve records used in the
light of planning the years work, izidlvidually and by faculty groups,
to a hl^ of $h or 39 per cent for how well are long-range goals and
objectives set up . . . and limited numbers for immediate attention
considered. The next ranking responses were U8 or 35 per cent and
kl or 3U per cent for to what extent do you consider the above pro¬
cedures as of administrative inportance and/or function and for how
effectively does the system use coiranlttees in making plans for the use
and selection of instzuctional materials, respectively. Next to the
lowest ranking response was or 32 per cent for to vhat extent is
time ^ent in discussing, explaining and clarifying the school policies
and recommending policies needed.
Average Responses - The average responses ranged from a low of
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12 or 8 per cent for to idiat extent Is time spent in discussing,
explaining and clarifying the school policies and recommending
policies needed to a high of li6 or 33 per cent for to what extent
are cumulative records used in the Ught of planning the years work,
individually and hy faculty groups. The next raxiking responses were
iiO or 29 per cent and 35 or 25 per cent for how well are long-range
goals and objectives set up . . . and limited numbers for Immediate
attention considered and for how effectively does the system use
committees in making plans for the use and selection of instructional
materials, respectively. Next to the lowest re^nse was 29 or 21
per cent for to idiat extent do you consider iiie above procedures as
of administrative ia^ortance and/or function.
Below Average Responses - The below average responses ranged from
a low of 3 or 2 per cent for two items, namely: to idiat extent is time
spent in disoussing, explaining and clarifying the school polides
and recommending policies needed; and to idiat extent do yen consider
the above procedures a of administrative inQ^ortance and/or function
to a high of 12 or 9 per cent for to idiat extent are cumulative
records used in the li^t of planning the year’s work, individually
and by faculty groups. The next ranking rei^onse was 11 or 8 per
cent for to idiat extent does the ^stem use committees in making plans
for the use and selection of instructional materials. Next to the
lowest ranking response was 7 or 5 per cent for how well are long-range
goals and objectives set up . . . and limited numbers for immediate
31
attention considered.
Poor Responses - The poor re^onses ranged from a low of 0 or
0 per cent for to what extent do ycu consider the above procedures as
of administrative importance and/or function to a high of U or 3 per
cent for to that extent are cumulative records used in the light of
plaiming the year's work, individually and by familty groups. The
next ranking re^onse was 2 or 1 per cent for how effectlv^y does
the system use committees in xnaking plans for the use and selection
of instructional soatexials. Next to the lowest ranking re^onse was
1 or 1 per cent for two items, to wit: to idiat extent is time spent
in discussing, explaining and clarifying the school policies and
recommending policies needed; and how well are long-range goals and
objectives set up . . . and limited numbers for immediate attention
considered.
Iki-answered Responses - The un-answered responses ranged from a
low of 3 or 2 per cent for to idiat extent is time spent in discussing,
e3q)laining and clarifying the school policies and recommending policies
needed to a high of 8 or 6 per cent for two items, namely: to what
extent are cumulative records used in the ll^t of planning the year's
work,individually and by faculty groups; and how effectively does the
system use committeea in making plans for the use and selection of
instructional materials. Six or U per cent was the next ranking
response for how well are long-range goals and objectives set up . . .
and limited numbers for immediate attention considered. Next to the
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lowest ranking response was 5 or 3 per cait for to what extent do yon
consider the above procedures as of administrative importance and/or
function.
In-Service Education.—The data on in-service education obtained
from responses to the questionnaire items by the Hancock and Greene
County teachers are presented in Table k, page 33*
Excell«it Responses - The excellait responses ranged from a low
of 3 or 2 per cent for to vtiat extent is consultative services used
daring pre-planning week to a high of 5l or 37 per cent for to idiat
extent do you consider the above procedures as of administrative
importance and/or ftinction. The next ranking responses were 2^ or l8
per cent and 23 or 17 per cent for to \Aiat extent does this week
allow for planning for further in-service training according to
recognized needs and making out the over-all schedule for these
activities and for to what extent does this we^ facilitate the
total in-service program in your school. IQie next ranking response
was 20 or 111. per cent for to idiat degree does your faculty study
cases involving children with problems in order that the teachers
may have a better understanding of children in general. Next to the
lowest ranking response was 19 or lli per cent for to what extent does
your faculty use lime to review the curriculum and plan for revisions.
Good Responses - The good responses ranged from a low of 30 or
22 per cent for to what extent is consultative services used during
TABLE U
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONS ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE
PRE-PLANNING PROGRAM (IN-SERVICE EDUCATION) OBTAINED FROM THE TEACHERS



























1. To what extent does this week facilitate the total
in-service program in your school?
23 17.00 h6 33.00 38 27.00 10 7.00 h 3.00 18 13.00
2. To what extent is consultative services used diiring
pre-planning week?
3 2.00 30 22.00 38 27.00 25 18.00 2h 17.00 19 lU.OO
3. To what extent does yoTU* faculty use time to review
the curricultim and plan for revisions?
19 llt.OO 58 U2.00 Ui 29.00 lU 10.00 5 U.oo 2 1.00
li. To what extent does this week allow for planning for
further in-service training according to recognized
needs and making out the over-all schedule for these
activities?
25 18.00 53 38.00 35 25.00 10 7.00 6 U.oo 10 7.00
5. To what degree does your faculty study cases involv¬
ing children wilii problems in order that the teachers
may have a better understanding of the children in
general?
20 lit.OO 38 27.00 U6 33.00 21 15.00 11 8.00 3 2.00
6, To what extent do you consider the above procedures
as of administrative importance and/or fimction?
51 37.00 50 36.00 27 19.00 3 2.00 2 1.00 6 U.OO
Total lUi 17.00 275 33.00 225 27.00 83 10.00 52 6.00 58 7.00
pre-planning week to a high of 58 or h2 per cent for to what extent
does your faculty use time to review the curricxilum and plan for
revisions. The next ranking responses were 53 or 38 per cent for to
Wiat extent does this week allow for planning for further in-service
training according to recognized needs and making out the over-all
schedule for these activities and 5^ or 36 per cent for to idiat extent
do you consider the above procedures as of administrative liiQ}ortance
and/or function. The next ranking re^onse was U6 or 33 per cent for
to «hat extent does this week facilitate the total in-service program
in your school. Next to the lowest ranking response was 38 or 27 per
cent for to what degree does your faculty study cases involving children
uith problems in order that the teachers may have a better understand¬
ing of children in general.
Average Responses.- The average re^onses ranged from a low of
27 or 19 per cent for to idiat extent do you consider the above pro-
cedtires as of administrative lit^ortance and/or function to a high of
ii6 or 33 per cent for to what degree does your faculty study cases
involving children with problems in order that the teachers may have
a better tuiderstanding of children in general. The next rankii^
rei^onse was 1^1 or 29 per cent for to what tatent does your faculty
us^ time to review the curriculum and plan for revisions. Following
this response was 38 or 27 per cent for two items, namely: to what
extent does this week facilitate the total in-service program in your
school; and to what extent is consultative services used during pre¬
planning week. Next to the lowest ranking response was 35 or 25 per
35
cent for to what extent does this week allow for planning for further
in-service training according to recognized needs and making out the
over-all schedule for these activities.
Below Average Responses - The below average responses ranged
from a low of 3 or 2 per cent for to what extent do you consider the
above procedures as of administrative ii^ortance and/or function to a
high of 25 or 18 per cent for to what extent is consultative services
used during pre-planning week. The next ranking responses were 21 or
25 per cent and lit or 10 per cent for to what degree does your faculty
study cases involving children with problems in order that the teachers
may have a better tmderstending of children in general. Next to the
lowest ranking re^onse was 10 or 7 per cent for two Items^ namely:
to what extent does this week facilitate the total in-service program
in your school; and to idiat extent does this week allow for planning
for futher in-service training according to recognized needs and making
out the over-all schedule for these activities.
Poor Responses - The poor re^onsea ranged from a low of 2 or 1
per cent for to what extent do you consider Ihe above procedures as of
administrative importance and/or function to a hi^ of 2U or 1? per
cent for to vdiat extent is consultative service used during pre-planidLng
week. The next ranking responses were 11 or 8 per cent and 6 or U per
cent for to vdiat degree does your facul'ty study cases involving diildren
with problems in order that the teachers may have a better understandLi^
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of children in general and for to vhat extent does this week allow for
planning for father in-service training according to the recognized
needs and making out 'Uie over-all schedule for these activities,
re^ectively. Following these, came 5 or U per cent for to idiat
extent does your faculty use time to review the curriculum and plan
for revisions. Next to the lowest ranking response was 1* or 3 per
cent for to what extent does this week facilitate the total in-service
program in your school.
Tfa-answered Responses - The un-answered responses ranged from a
low of 2 or 1 per cent for to what extent does your faculty use time
to review the curriculum and plan for revisions to a hi^ of 19 or lU
per cent for to what extent is consultative services used during pre¬
planning week. The next ranking response was l8 or 13 per cent for
to what extent does this week facilitate the total in-service program
in your school. Follovdng was 10 or 7 per cent for to what extent
does this week allow for planning for farther in-service training
according to recognized needs and making out the over-all schedTile for
these activities, and 6 or U per cent for to what extent do you con¬
sider the above procedures as of administrative importance and/or
function. Next to the lowest ranking response was 3 or 2 per cent
fbr to idiat extent does your faculty study cases involving children
with problems in order that the teachers may have a better understand¬
ing of children in general.
Poat-ELanning Program
Forewo^—The data derived from the 139 teadiers of Hancock and
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Greene Counties^ Georgia, idilch pertains to the effectiveness of the
post-planning programs used in their schools are presented in Tables
5 through 8.
General Area of Post-Flanning.—The data on the general area of
post-planning as obtained from responses to the qaestionnaire items
by the teachers of Hancock and Greene CoTinties are presented in Table
5, page 38.
Excellent Responses - The excellent responses ranged from a low
of 22 or l6 per cent for to what extent are advanced committees uti¬
lized to plan the schedule of activities of the post-planning sessions
to a high of 1*7 or 3h per cent for to irtiat extent have the purposes of
post-planning week been explained to you. The next ranking rei^onses
were 39 or 28 per cent and 37 or 27 per cent for how effective is your
post-planning week and for to idxat extent do you consider the above
procedures as of administrative ilt^)ortance and/or function, respec¬
tively. Next to the lowest ranking re^onse was 31 or 22 per cent for
to idiat extent are you inoLuded in planning the activities of post¬
planning.
Good Responses - The good responses ranged from a low of 1*0 or
29 per cent for to idiat extent do ycu consider the above procedures as
of administrative iii?)ortance and/or function to a high of $1 or 37 per
cent for how effective is your post-planning week. The next ranking
responses were i*8 or 3U per cent and 1*3 or 32 per cent for to what
extent have the purposes of post-planning week been explained to you
and for to what extent are you included in planning Ihe activities
TABLE 5
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONS ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE
POST-PLANNING PROGRAM (GENERAL AREA) OBTAINED FROM THE TEACHERS
OF HANCOCK AND GREENE COUNTT, GEORGIA, I962-I963
Below Tfti-





















1. How effective is yout post-plaiming week? 39 28.00 ^1 37.00 33 2U.00 3 2.00 0 0.00 13 9.00
2. To what extent have the purposes of post-planning
week been explained to you?
hi 3U.00 U8 3U.00 23 17.00 3 2.00 0 0.00 18 13.00
3. To what extent are you included in the planning of
the activities of post-planning?
31 22.00 k3 32.00 31 22.00 8 6.00 3 2.00 23 16.00
00
ir\ U. To what extent are advanced committees utilized to
plan the schedule of activities of the post-planning
sessions?
22 16.00 h2 30.00 35 25.00 11 8.00 6 U.oo 23 16.00
5« To what extent do you consider the above procedures
as of administrative importance and/or function?
37 27.00 ho 29.00 2h 17.00 2 1.00 2 1.00 3h 2U.OO
Total 176 26.00 22h 32.00 lit6 21.00 27 U.oo 11 2.00 111 lU.OO
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of post-planning, respectively. Next to the lowest ranking response
was U2 or 30 per cent for to what extent are advanced coimnitteea
utilized to plan ttie schedule of activities of the post-planning
sessions.
Average Responses - The average responses ranged from a low of
23 or 17 per cent for to what extent have the purposes of post-plan¬
ning week been explained to you to a high of 35 or 2$ per cent for to
idiat extent are advanced committees utilized to plan the schedule of
activities of the post-planning sessions. The next ranking responses
were 33 or 2h per cent for how effective is your post-planning week
and 31 or 22 per cent for to what extent are you included in planning
the activities of post-planning. Next to the lowest raiking response
was 2h or 17 per cent for to what extent do you consider the above
procedures as of administrative importance and/or function.
Below Average Responses - The below average responses ranged
from a low of 2 or 1 per cent for to what extent do you consider tha
above procedures as of administrative importance and/or function to a
high of 11 or 8 per cent for to idiat extent are advanced committees
utilized to plan the schedule of activities of the post-planning
sessions.
The next ranking response was 8 or 6 per cent for to idiat extent
are you included in the planning of the activities of post-plaiming.
Next to the lowest ranking response was 3 or 2 per cent for two items,
namely: how effective is your post-planning weekj and to idiat extent
have the purposes of post-planning week been e^qjlained to you.
Poor Responses - The poor responses ranged from allow of 0 or
0 per cent far two items, namel7t how effective is yonr post-planning
week; and to idiat extent have the purposes of post-planning week been
escplained to you to a high of 6 or li per cent for to what extent are
advanced coramittees utilized to plan iiie schedule of activities of the
post-planning sessions. The next ranking response was 3 or 2 per cent
for to idiat extent are you included in the plaiuiing of activities of
post-planning. Next to the lowest ranking response was 2 or 1 per cent
for to Tdiat extent do you consider the above procedures as of administra¬
tive isgjortance and/or function.
Nh-answered Responses - The un-answered responses ranged from a!
low of 13 or 9 per cent for how effective is your post-planning week to
a high of 3i|. or 2k per cent for to vfliat extent do you consider the above
procedures as of administrative importance and/or function. The next
ranking re^onse was 23 or l6 per cait for two items, namely: to what
extent are you included in planning the activities of post-plaimingj
and to what extent are advanced committees utilized to plan the
schedule of activities of the post-planning sessions. Next to the
lowest ranking response was 18 or 13 per cent for to what extent have
the purposes of post-planning week been explained to you.
Program Hanning.—The data on program planning as obtained J^om
responses to the questionnaire items by the Hancock and Greene County
teachers are presented in Table 6, page lil.
Excellent Re^onses - The excellent responses ranged from a low of
13 or 9 per cent for two items, namely: to what extent do you use this
TABLE 6
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO IHE QUESTIONS ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE
POST-PLANNING PROGRAM (HIOGRAM PLANNING) OBTAINED FROM THE TEACHERS
OF HANCOCK AND GREENE COUNTY, GEORGIA, 1962-1963
Below Un-
Excellent Good Average Average Poor Answered
Num- Per Num* !l?er Uum- Per Num- Per JJum- Per Ifuiti- Per
Item Ntunber ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent
1. To what extent do you use this time for reviewing
pre-regifftered children?
13 9.00 28 20.00 33 2U.00 16 12.00 15 11.00 3k 2ii.00
2. To what extent is this week used to look at the
scholastic records of pupils?
17 12.00 li5 32.00 33 2lt.00 17 12.00 9 6.00 18 13.00
3. To idiat extent is this week used for reviewing the
current or planning for the future testing program?
17 12.00 3li 2U.00 39 28.00 19 lit.00 12 9.00 18 13.00
!(. To what extent do you use some of this time to
evaluate newly published or revised editions of
textbooks?
13 9.00 Ul 29.00 31 22.00 21 1^.00 11 8.00 22 16.00
5. To what extent do you consider the above procedures
as of administrative importance and/or function?
39 28.00 50 36.00 26 19.00 2 1.00 1 1.00 21 1?.00
Total 99 lii.OO 198 28.00 162 23.00 75 11.00 U8 8.00 113 16.00
time for reviewing pre-registered childrenj and to idiat extent do you
use some of this time to evaluate newly published or revised editions
of textbooks to a high of 39 or 28 per cent for to what extent do you
consider the above procedures as of administrative importance and/or
function. Next to the lowest ranking response was 17 or 12 per cent
for two items^ namely: to idiat extent is this wedc used for reviewing
the current or planning for the future testing program; and to idiat
extent is this week used to look at Ihe scholastic records of pupils.
Good Responses - The good responses ranged from a low of 28 or
20 per cent for to what extent do you use this time for reviewing
pre-registered children to a high of ^0 or 36 per cent for to what
extent do you consider the above procedures as of administrative
iu^Kjrtance and/or function. The next ranking re^onses were or
32 per cent and Ul or 29 per cent for to what extent do you use some
of this time to look at the scholastic records of pupils and to what
extent do you use some of this time to evaluate newly publi^d or
revised editions of textbooks, respectively. Next to the lowest
ranking re^onse was 31; or 2U per cent for to ^at extent is this
week used for reviewing the current or planning for the future test¬
ing program.
Average Responses - The average responses ranged from a low of
26 or 19 per cent for to what extent do you consider the above pro¬
cedures as of admLniatrative importance and/or function to a high of
39 or 28 per cent for to idiat extent is this week used for reviewing
U3
the ctxrrent or plaraiing for the future testing program. The next ranking
response was 33 or 2h per cent for two items, namely: to what extent do
you use this time for reviewing pre-registered children; and to what
extent is this week used to look at the scholastic records of pupils.
Next to the lowest ranking response was 31 or 22 per cent for to what
extent do you use some of this time to eyaluate newly published or
revised editions of textbooks.
Below Average Responses - The below average responses ranged
from a low of 2 or 1 per cent for to what extent do you consider the
above pxrocedures as of administrative iii5)ortance and/or function to
a high of 21 or l5 per cent for to idiat extent do you use some of
this time to evaluate newly published or revised editions of text¬
books. The next ranking responses were 19 or lit per cent and 17 or
12 per cent for to tdiat extent is this week used for reviewing the
current or planning for the future testing program and for to what
extent is this week used to look at the scholastic records of pupils,
respectively. Next to the lowest ranking re^onse was l6 or 12 per
cent for to idiat extent do you use this time for reviewing pre-registered
children.
Poor Responses - The poor responses ranged from a low of 1 or 1
per cent for to uhat extent do you consider 1die above procedures as
of administrative importance and/or function to a high of l5 or 11
per cent for to tdiat extent do you use this time for reviewing pre-
registered children. The next ranking responses were 12 or 9 per cent
and 11 or 8 per cent for to idiat extent is this week used reviewing
the current or planning for the future testing program and for to
i^at extent do you use some of this time to evaltiate newly published
or revised editions of textbooks, respectively. Next to the lowest
ranking re^onse was 9 or 6 per cent for to \6iat extent is this week
used to look at the scholastic records of pupils.
Iki-answered Responses - The un-answered responses ranged from a
low of 18 or 13 per cent for two items, namely: to idiat extent is
this week used to look at the scholastic records of pupils; and to
ihat extent is this week used for reviewing the current or planning
for the future testing program to a hl^ of 3U or 2U per cent for to
vhat extsot do you use this time for reviewing pre-registered children.
The next ranking response was 22 or l6 per cent for to idiat extent do
you use some of this time to evaluate newly publi^ed or revised
editions of textbooks. Nexb to the lowest ranking response was 21 or
l5 per cent for to what extent do you consider the above procedures as
of administrative importance and/or function.
In-Service Education.—The data on in-service education as
obtained from responses to the questionnaire items by the Hancock and
Greene County teachers are presented in Table 7, page h$.
Excellent Responses - The excellent responses ranged from a low
of 20 or lli per cent for how effective was last year’s in-service
program to a high of 1;6 or 33 per cent for to idiat extent do you think
TABLE 7
DISTRIBBTIOlf OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONS ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE
POST-PLANNING PROGRAM (IN-SERVICE EDUCATION) OBTAINED FROM THE TEACHERS
OF HANCOCK AND GREENE COUNT!, GEORGIA, 1962-1963
Below Tfe-
























1. How effective was last year’s in-service program? 20 lU.oo hi 29.00 37 27.00 13 9.00 h 3.00 2U 17.00
2. To what extent is this week used for planning
next year’s in-service program in the li^t of
the past year's experiences?
lU 10.00 39 28.00 3U 2U.00 17 12.00 7 5.00 28 20.00
3. To what degree do you think post-planning week can
be used for proposing short and long-range activi¬
ties for future in-service programs?
ho 29.00 hi 3U.00 31 22.00 2 1.00 0 0.00 19 lU.OO
U. To what extent do you think that this week could
be a good time for pointing out problems for
summer study?
U6 33.00 U2 30.00 22 16.00 8 6.00 3 2.00 18 13.00
5* To what extent do you think that this week could
be used for charting and reviewing the results of
the testing program?
h$ 32.00 Itl 29.00 25 18.00 10 7.00 0 0.00 18 13.00
6. To what extent do you think that post-plaiuiing 32 23.00 Ul 29.00 25 18.00 11 8.00 5 U.oo 25 18.00
week would be a good time to have limited social
activities to facilitate good human relations
among the faculty group?
iTotal 197—2U'.C)5""'251 3rar~T7II—’11 7.C«5 T9 2.00"TO”' 16.00
that post-planning week is a good time for pointing out problems for
summer study. The next ranking responses were or 32 per cent and
I4O or 29 per cent for to what extent do you think that this week could
be used for charting and reviewing the results of the testing program
and for to idiat degree do you think that post-planning week can be used
for proposing short and long-range activities for future in-service
programs, respectively. The next ranking response was 32 or 23 per
cent for to idiat extent do you think that post-planning week would be
a good time to have limited social activities to facilitate good human
relations among the faculty group. Next to the lowest ranking response
was 20 or lli per cent for how effective was last year>s in-service
program.
Good Responses - The good responses ranged from a low of 39 or
28 per cent for to what extent is this week used for plaiuiing next
year's in-service program in the light of this past year's experiences
to a high of h7 or 2h per cent for to what degree do you think post¬
planning week can be used for proposing ^ort and long-range activities
for future in-service programs. The next ranking response was U2 or
30 per cent for to what extent do you think that post-planning week is
a good time for pointing out problems for summer study. Next to the
lowest ranking response was Ul or 29 per cent for three items, namely?
how effective was last year's in-service program; to idiat extent do you
think that this week could be used for charting and reviewing the results
kl
of the testing programj and to what extent do you think that post-planning
week woiild be a good time to have limited social activities to facili¬
tate good human relations among the faculty group.
Average Responses - The average responses ranged from a low of
22 or 16 per cent for to what extent do you think tdiat post-planning
week is a good time for pointing out problems for summer study to a
hi^ of 37 or 27 per cent for how effective was last year's in-service
program. The next ranking responses were 3U or 2U per cent and 31 or
22 per cent for to what extent is this week used for planning next
year's in-service program in the light of tiiis past year's experiences
and to what degree do you think post-planning week can be used for
proposing short and loisg-range activities for future in-service pro¬
grams, respectively. Next to the lowest ranking response was 2$ or
18 per cent for tiro items, namely: to what extent do you think that
this week could be used for charting and reviewing the results of the
testing program; and to what extent do you think that post-planning
week would be a good time to have limited social activities to facili¬
tate good human relations among the faculty group.
Below Average Responses - The below average responses ranged
from a low of 2 or 1 per cent for to what degree do you think that
post-planning week can be used for proposing short and long-range
activities for future in-service programs to a high of 17 or 12 per
cent for to what extent is this week used for pi arming next year's
U8
in-service program in the light of this past year's experiences. The
next ranking re^onses were 13 or 9 per cent and 11 or 8 per cent for
how effective was last year's in-service program and for to idiat extent
do you think that post-planning week would be a good time to have
limited social activities to facilitate good human relations among
the faculty group, re^ectively. The next rankii^ response was 10
or 7 per cent for to what extent do you think that this week could be
used for doarting and reviewing the results of the testing program.
Next to the lowest ranking response was 8 or 6 per cent for to what
extent do you think that post-planning week is a good Idme for point¬
ing out problems for summer stuc^y.
Poor Responses - The poor re^onses ranged from a low of 0 or
0 per cent for two items, namely: to what degree do you think that
post-plaiming week can be used for proposing diort and long-range
activities for future in-service programsj and to idiat extent do you
think that this week could be used for charting and reviewing -the
results of the testing program to a high of 7 or 5 per cent for to
what extent is this week used for planning next year's in-service
program in the light of this past year's experiences. The next rank¬
ing responses were 5 or U per cent and ii or 3 per cent for to what
extent do you think that post-planning week would be a good time to
have limited social activities to facilitate good human relations
among the faculty group and for how effective was last year's in-service
program, respectively. Next to the lowest ranking response was 3 or 2
per cent for to iiiat extent do you think that post-planning week is a
good time for pointing out problems for summer stu^.
Uh-answered Responses - The un-answered responses ranged from a
low of l8 or 13 per cent for two items, nam^y: to what extent do you
think that post-planning week is a good time for pointing out problems
for summer studyj and to what extent do you think that this week could
be used for charting and reviewing the results of the testing program
to a high 28 or 20 per cent for to what extent is this week used for
planning next year's in-service program in the light of this past
year's experiences. The next ranking responses were 2$ or l8 per cent
and 2li or 17 per cent for to idiat extent do you think that post-planning
week would be a good time to have limited social activities to facili¬
tate good human relations among the faculty group and for how effective
was last year's in-service program, respectively. Next to the lowest
ranking response was 19 or ll; per cent for to what degree do you think
post-planning week can be used for proposixig short and long-range
activities for future in-service programs.
Evaluation.—The data on evaluation as obtained from responses
to the questionnaire items by the Hancock and Greene County teachers
are presented in Table 8, page 5<3.
Excellent Responses - The excellent responses ranged from a low
TABLE 8
DISTRIBOTIOM OP THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONS ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE
POST-PLANNING PROGRAM (EVALUATION) OBTAINED FROM THE TEACHERS































1, To what extent do you think that post-planning week
could be used for evaluating the activities partici¬
pated in by the teachers during the past term?
kS 32.00 h9 35.00 25 18.00 1 1.00 h 3.00 1'5 11.00
2. To what extent do you think that post-planning week
could afford time to look at the strengths and
weaknesses of the instructional program?
58 U2.00 U5 32.00 19 lU.OO 2 1.00 0 0.00 15 11.00
3. To what extent do you think that post-planning week
is a good time for surveying the scope and content
of the existing school program to determine if
deletions, additions or changes should be made?
55 Uo.oo k6 33.00 23 17.00 2 1.00 0 0.00 13 9.00
U. To what extent do you think that time during the
post-planning week could be used to evaluate in¬
school and out-of-school activities participated
in by pupils?
Ui 29.00 Ul 29.00 33 2ii.OO 6 u.oo 0 0.00 18 13.00
5. To what extent do you think that time during post¬
planning week could be used to suimnarlze the value
and use of teaching aids in instruction?
5U 38.00 U3 31100 23 17.00 5 U.oo 0 0.00 Ih 10.00
6, To what extent do you consider the above procedures
as of administrative importance and/or function?
Bk 38.00 hh 32.00 20 lU.OO 3 2.00 0 0.00 18 13.00
Total 307 37.00 268 32.00 1U3 17.00 19 2.00 h 0.00 93 11.00
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of 111 or 29 per cent for to what extent do you think that time during
the poet-planning week could be used to evaluate in-school and out-of¬
school activities participated in by the pupils to a hi^ of 53 or k2
per cent for to what extent do you think that post-planning week could
afford time to look at the strengths and weaknesses of the Instructional
program. The next ranking responses were 55 or ItO per cent for to
idiat extent do you think 'Uiat post-planning week is a good tim for
surveying the scope and content of the existing school program to
determine if deletions, additions or changes should be made and 5U or
38 per cent for two items, namelys to idxat extent do you think that
time duriiag post-planning week could be used to sommarlze the value
and use of teaching aids in Instruction; and to ihat extent do you
consider the above procedures as of administrative importance and/or
function. Next to the lowest ranking response was ii5 or 32 per cent
for to r what extent do you think that post-planning week could be
used-for evaluating the activities participated in by teachers during
the past term.
Grood Responses - The good responses ranged from a low of lil or
29 per cent for to what extent do you think that time during the post¬
planning week could be used to evaluate in-school and out-of-school
activities participated in by the pupils to a high of li9 or 35 per
cent for to what extent do you think Ihat post-planning week could be
used for evaluating the activities participated in by the teachers
52
during the past term. The next ranking responses were 1;6 or 33 per
cent and hS or 32 per cent for to -Hhat extent do you iiiink that post-
planning week is a good time for surveying the scope and content of
the existing school program to determine if deletions, additions or
changes should be made and for to what extent do you think that post¬
planning week could afford time to look at the strengths and weak¬
nesses of the instructional program, respectively. The next ranking
reponse was or 32 per cent for to what extent do you consider the
above procedures as of administrative iiportance and/or function.
Next to the lowest ranking reponse was lO or 31 per cent for to what
extent do you think that time during post-planning week could be used
to summarize the value and use of teaching aids in instruction.
Average Reponses - The average reponses ranged from a low of
19 or lU per cent for to what extent do you think that post-planning
week could afford time to look at the strengths and weaknesses of the
instructional program to a high of 33 or 2h per cent for to what extent
do you think time during the post-planning week could be used to evalu¬
ate in-school and out-of-school activities participated in by the pupils.
The next ranking reponse was 2$ or l8 per cent for to what extent do
you think that post-planning week could be used for evalualing the
activities participated in by the teachers during the past term.
Following this reponse was 23 or 1? per cent for two items, namelyt
to idiat extent do you think that post-planningwsek is a good time for
surveying the scope and content of the existing school program to
53
determliie If deletions^ additions or changes should be made; and to
^at extent do you think that time during post-planning week could be
used to summailze the value and use of teaching aids in instruction.
Next to the lowest ranking response was 20 or ll; per cent for to what
extent do you consider the above procedures as of administrative
in^ortance and/or function.
Below Average Reaponses - The below average responses ranged
from a low of 1 or 1 per cent for to what extent do you think that
post-planning week could be used for evaluating the activities parti¬
cipated in by the teachers during the past term to a high of 6 or U
per cent for to what extent do you think that time dxu’ing the post¬
planning week could be used to evaluate in-school and out-of-school
activities participated in by the pupils. The next ranking responses
were $ or k per cent for to what extent do you think that time during
the post-planning week could be used to summarize the value and use of
teaching aids in instruction and 3 or 2 per cent for to what extent do
you consider the above procedures as of administrative importance and/or
function. Next to the lowest ranking re^onse was 2 or 1 per cent for
two items, namely: to what extent do you think that post-planning
week could afford time to look at the strengllis and weaknesses of the
instructional program; and to what extent do you think that post¬
planning week is a good time for surveying the scope and content of
the existing school program to determine if deletions, additions or
changes should be made.
Poor Responses - The poor responses ranged from a hi^ of Ij. or
3 per cent for to what extent do you think that post-planning week could
be used for evaluating the activities participated in by teachers to a
low of 0 or 0 per cent for the remaining five items in the table,
Ifti-answered Responses - The \m-answered responses ranged from a
low of 13 or 9 per cent for to what extent do yuu think that post-plan¬
ning week is a good time for surve^dng the scope and content of the
existing school program to determine if deletions, additions or changes
should be made to a high of 18 or 13 per cent for two items, namely:
to idiat bxtent do you think that time durijag the post-planning week
could be used to evaluate in-school and out-of-school activities
participated in by pupilsj and to ^at extent do you considOT the
above procedures as of administrative importance and/or function.
The next ranking re^onse was 1$ or 11 per cent for two items, namely;
to what extent do you think that post-planning week could be used for
evaluating the activities participated in by the teachers during the
past termj and to what extent do you think that post-planning week
could afford time to look at the strengths and weaknesses of the
instruc1:d.onal program. Next to the lowest ranking response was ll;
or 10 per cent for to idiat extent do you think that time during post¬




Foreword,—This section of Chapter II deals with the differences
of opinions of the teachers of Hancock and Greene Counties as recorded
in Tables 9 and 10 on the pre-planning and post-planning programs,
respectivelj.
Pre-ELanning.—Table 9, page 5S, presents how the re^onses were
distributed on a coirparative basis between the teachers of Hancock and
Greene Counties, Georgia, to wit: (l) excellent re^onses, (2) good
responses, (3) average re^onses, (h) below average responses and (5)
poor reponses.
Excellent Responses - The total excellent re^onses for the
Hancock County teachers was $k3 or 30.3 per cent with a standard
error of ,0U, The total excellent responses for the Greene County
teachers was or 28.95 per cent with a standard error of ,05.
”t" Ratio of Excellent Responses.- The conparative data between
the Hancock and Greene County teachers indicated a difference between
the two groups of 1.00. The standard error of the difference between
the two per cents was .0?. The "t" of .001 was not significant for
it was smaller than 2.58 at the one per ceiat level of confidence at
137 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference between the ex¬
cellent re^onses for the Hancock and Greene County teachers was not
statistically significant.
TABLE 9
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES OF THE EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS
OF PRE-PLANNING PROGRAMS BETWEEN THE APPRAISAL OF HANCOCK























Excellent Responses h07 28.95 .05 5U3 30.13 .OU 1.00 .07 .001
Good Responses 5it7 38.90 .06 653 36.2li .05 3.00 .08 .ooU
Average Responses 332 23.61 .05 U30 23.86 .Oil 0.00 .07 .0
Below Average
Responses 76 5.U1 .02 119 6.6o .02 2.00 .03 .003
Poor Responses liii 3.13 .02 57 3.16 .02 0.00 .03 .0
57
Good Responses - The total good responses for the Hancock
County teachers was 6^3 or 36.2^ per cent with a standard error of
.05. The total good re^onses for the Greene County teachers was 5U7
or 38*90 per cent with a standard error of .06.
*t* Ratio of Good Responses - The congsarative data between the
Hancock and Greene County teachers indicated a difference between the
two groups of 3.00. The standard error of the difference between the
two per cents was .08. The "t" of .OOU was not significant for it
was smaller than 2.58 at -Uie one per cent level of confidence at 137
degrees of freedom. Therefore^ the difference between the good
responses for the Hancock and Greene County teachers was not statisti¬
cally ^gnifleant.
Average Responses - The total average responses for the Hancock
County teachers was lt30 or 23.86 per cent with a standard error of
.0^. The total average responses for the Greene County teachers was
332 or 23.61 per cent with a standard error of ,0$.
"t" Ratio of Average Responses - The comparative data between
the Hancock and Greene County teachers indicated a difference between
the two groups of 0.00. The standard error of the difference between
the two per cents was .07. The "t« of 0 was not significant for it
was smaller than 2.58 at the one per cent level of confidence at 137
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference between the average
responses for the Hancock and Greene County teachers was not
58
statistically significant.
Below Average Responses - The total below average responses for
the Hancock County teachers was 119 or 6.6o per cent wilii a standard
error of .02. The total below average responses for the Greene County
teachers was 76 or 5.iil per cent with a standard error of .02.
Ratio of Below Average Responses - The conparative data
between the Hancock and Greene County teachers indicated a difference
between the two groups of 2.00. The standard error of the difference
between the two per cents was .03. The "t" of .003 was not significant
for it was smaller than 2.58 at the one per cent level of confidence
at 137 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference between below
average re^onses for the Hancock and Greene County teachers was not
statistically significant.
Poor Responses - The total poor responses for the Hancock County
teachers was 57 or 3.16 per cent with a standard error of .02. The
total poor re^onses for the Greene County teachers was Ui or 3.13
per cent with a standard error of .02.
*t” Ratio of Poor Responses - The con^jarative data between the
Hancock and Greene County teachers indicated a difference between the
two groups of 0.00. The standard error of the difference between the
two per cents was .03. The "t" of 0 was not significant for it was
smaller than 2.58 at the one per cent level of confidence at 137
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference between the poor
re^onses for the Hancock and Greene County teachers was not
59
statistically slgniflcaot.
Post-Flaiming.—Table 10, page 60, presents hew the responses were
distributed on a coll^)ara'tlve basis between the teachers of Hancock and
Greene Counties, Georgia, to wit: (l) excellent responses, (2) good
re^onses, (3) average responses, (1;) below average re^onses, and (5)
poor responses.
Excellent Responses - The total excellent re^onses for the
Hancock Conniy teachers was k73 or 32.13 per cent with a standard
error of .05* The total excellent responses for the Greene County
teachers was 308 or 26.25 per cent with a standard error of .05.
*t" Ratio of Excellent Responses - The conparative data between
the Hancock and Greene County teachers indicated a difference between
the two groups of 7*00. The standard error of the difference between
the two per cents was .07. The "t" of .01 was not significant for it
was smaller than 2.58 at the one per cent level of confidence at 137
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference between the excellent
re^onses for the Hancock and Greene County teachers was not statisti¬
cally significant.
Good Responses - The total good responses for the Hancock County
teachers was 503 or 3lt.l7 per cent with a standard error of .05. The
total good re^onses for the Greene County teachers was 1^52 or 38.53
per cent with a standard error of .06.
"t” Ratio of Good Responses - The conparative data between the
Hancock and Greene County teachers indicated a difference between the
two groups of 5*00. The standard error of the difference between the
TABLE 10
SlfflOTlGANT DIFFERENCES OF THE EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS
OF POST-PLANNING PROGRAMS BETWEEN THE APPRAISAL OP HANCOCK


























Excellent Responses 308 26.2$ .05 U73 32.13 .05 7.00 .07 .01
Good Responses h$2 38.53 .06 :'503 3li.l7 .05 5.00 .08 .01




. lilt 7.75 .03 2.00 .03 .01
Poor Responses la 3.5b .02 53 3.60 .02 0.00 .03 .0
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two per cents was ,08. The "t“ of .01 was not significant for it was
SBialler than 2.58 at the one per cent level of confidence at 137
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference between the good
responses for the Hancock and Greene Coxmty teachers was not statisti¬
cally significant.
Average Responses - The total average re^onses for the Hancock
County teachers was 329 or 22.35 per cent with a standard error of .OU.
The total average responses for the Greene County teachers was 298 or
25.1iO per cent with a standard error of .05.
"t" Batio of Average Responses - The comparative data between the
Hancock and Greene County teachers indicated a difference between the
two groups of 3.00. The standard error of Idle difference between the
two per cents was .07. The "t* of .OOU was not significant for it was
smaller than 2.58 at the one per cent level of confidence at 137
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference between the average
responses for the Hancock and Greene County teachers was not statisti¬
cally significant.
Below Average Responses - The total below average response for
the Hancock County teachers was llij or 7.75 per cent with a standard
error of .03. The total below average responses for the Greene County
teachers was Ih or 6.30 per cent with a standard error of .02.
**t” Ratio of Below Average Responses - The coii5)arative data
between the Hancock and Greene County teachers indicated a difference
between the two groups of 2.00. The standard error of the difference
between the two per cents was .03. The "t" of .01 was not significant
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for it vas smaller than 2.58 at the one per cent level of confidence
at 137 degrees of fteedom. Therefore, the difference between the
below average responses for the Hancock and Greene County teachers was
not statistically significant.
Poor Responses - The total poor re^onses for the Hancock County
teachers was 53 or 3.60 per cent with a standard error of .02. The
total poor re^onses for the Greene County teachers was ijl or 3.50
per cent with a standard error of .02.
”t” Ratio of the Poor Re^onses - The coit5)arative data between
the Hancock and Greene County teachers indicated a difference between
the two groups of 0.00. The standard error of the difference between
the two per cents was .03. The "t" of ) was not significant for it
was smaller than 2.58 at the one per cent level of confidence at 137
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference between the poor
responses for the Hancock and Greene County teachers was not statis¬
tically significant.
Interpretative Summaries
The Interpretative Suiunaries of the findings of •ttiis study are
given tinder two main captions: (1) Pre-Planning Program and (2) Post-
Planning Program. These two captions are further sub-divided as
follows: (1) Pre-Planning Program: (a) General Area of Pre-Planning,
(b) Routines Pertaining to the Opening of School, (c) Program Plan¬
ning, and (d) In-Service Education Educationj (2) Post-Planning Pro¬
gram: (a) General Area of Post-Planning, (b) Program Planning, (c)
In-Service Education and (d) Evd.uation.
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Interpretative Summary of the Pre-Planning Program.—The data
on pre-planning in Hancock and Greene Counties, Georgia as presented
in Tables 1-1| are suximarlzed in the separate paragraphs to follow.
1. General Area of Pre-ELanning
The responses received from the questionnaire items revealed
that pre-planning sessions are generally favorable. They also
revealed that the principal's resourcefulness is utilized in
planning the activities of pre-planning but the teachers' and
curriculum directors' resourcefulness is not utilized to their
fullest extent.
2. Routines Pertaining to the Opening of School
The responses obtained from the questionnaire items showed that
the mechanical details, such as scheduling, school records
(attendance, c\imulatlve and financial) were adequately
explained but more time should be allotted to getting rooms
ready for the first day of school and for orienting new members
of the group.
3. Program Planning
Here the responses from the questionnaire items showed that not
enough time is spent studying cumulative records in regards to
planning the year's work. Tet, plenty of time is spent discussing,
explaining, clarifying and recommending policies needed. The
responses also revealed that the faculty group should take a
closer look at long-range goals and objectives.
U. In-Service Education
Responses from the questionnaire items showed a definite need
for consultative services during pre-planning. They also
showed a need for faculty members to review the curriculum
and plan for revisions. The re^onses further indicated that
these activities were of administrative importance and/or
function.
Interpretative Summary of the Post-Planning Program.—The data
on post-planning in Hancock and Greene Counties, Georgia as presented
in Tables 5-8 are summarized in the separate paragraphs to follow.
1. General Area of Post-Planning
6h
The responses received from the questionnaire items revealed
that post-planning sessions are generally favorable. However,
they revealed that advanced committees were not being utilized,
in a majority of cases, to plan post-planning activities.
They also showed that the subjects were not being included,
to a large degree, in planning the activities of post-planning.
2. Program Planning
The responses received from the questionnaire items indicated
a need for more time to study pre-registered children and to
look at the scholastic records or achievements of the pupils.
There was also a need for more time to evaltiate newly published
and revised editions of textbooks.
3. 3ji-Servlce Education
The responses indicated that post-planning week is a good time
to point out problems for summer studyj a good time for propos¬
ing short and long-range activities for future in-service pro¬
grams. They further revealed that this week could be used for
charting aid reviewing the results of the testing program. How¬
ever, the re^onses revealed that this week is not used too
effectively to plan next year’s in-service program in the light
of this past year's experience.
U. Evaluation
Responses indicated that post-planning week dhould afford time to
look at the strengths and weaknesses of the instmctional program.
They also indicated that time should be used to survey the scope
and content of the existing school program to determine if dele¬
tions, additions or changes should be made.
Interpretative Summary (Pre-Planning Program) Total Per Cent of
Evaluations.—Table 9 presents the data on the significant difference
on the total per cent of the evaluations on the pre-planning program
between the Hancock and Greene County teachers with results categoidzed
as to the type of responses in the separate paragraphs to follow.
1. Excellent - There was not a significant difference between
^he evaluation of the two groups of teachers as indicated by
a ’’t” of .001.
. Good - There was not a significant difference between the
evaluations of the two groups of teachers as indicated by
a "t” of .OOli.
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3. Average - There was not a significant difference between the
evalxiations of the two groups of teachers as indicated by a
"t" of .0.
Ij,. Below Average - There was not a significant difference be-
tween the evaluations of the two groups of teachers as
indicated by a "t" of ,003.
5« Poor - There was not a significant difference between the
evaluations of the two groups of teachers as indicated by
a «t" of .0.
Interpretative Summary (Post-Planning Program) Total Per Cent of
Eyaluationa.—Table 10 presents the data on the significant differences
on the total per cent of the evaluation on the post-planning program
between the Hancock and Greene County teachers with results categorized
as the type of responses in the separate paragraphs to follow.
1. Ikcellent - There was not a significant difference between
tiie evaluations of the two groups of teachers as indicated
by a "t" of .01.
2. Good - There was not a significant difference between the
evaluations of the two groups of teachers as indicated by
a of .01.
3. Average - There was not a significant difference between the
two groups of teachers as indicated by a "t" of .OOU.
ll.. Below Average - There was not a significant difference
between the two groups of teachers as indicated by the "t"
of .01,
5. ^or - There was not a significant difference between thetwo groups of teachers as indicated by a "t” of .0,
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSIONS
Rationale*—In times of world conflict and the necessity for
citizens of the world to be especially prepared to cope with these
world problems, iiie function of the school is becoming increasiixgly
iirqportant. The time needed for peoples of the world to sit around the
conference tables and plan for the solutions of ■Wiese problems is more
evident than ever before.
This need being evident and the trend of all nations toward the
preparation of their youth to take an active part in the complex
activities of world co-existence, have caused educa'bors from all
parts of the world "to become profoimdly concerned about the content
of the curriculum and "the educative process.
Since planning plays an important role in the systematic
solution ■bo any problem, educators are seeking better ways to promote
more effective coopera'bive planning among themselves. The steady
increase of school population demands more time be given for the
initial planning periods in order to have an adequate pattern for
guiding the learning experiences of children. Through the initial
planning periods, teachers themsd.ves may grow into more competent
manipula-tors of the educative process.
To aid in ■Uie development of its teachers, Georgia has added to
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the regular school year ten days to be used specifically for planning
purposes. This addition of "planning periods" has provoked various
kinds of reaction from teachers.
These ten days have been divided into two five day periodsj
namely, pre-planning and post-planning weeks. Pre-planning week, the
five days coining prior to the opening of school, is devoted to the
routine work coimected with the opening of school and the planning of
the in-service program for professional growth. Post-planning week,
the live days coming at the close of school, is devoted to the routine
work connected with the closing of school, reviewing pre-registration
of pupils, planning for another year's work and evaluation.
It is the opinion of the Geor^a State Board of Education that
these ten days can make a difference in the quality of education that
takes place in a given school.
Evolution of the Problem.—The writer has been a teacher and
principal in the Hancock County Sdiool System for the past eight
years. During this time the writer has obseived a continuous lack
of interest in the pre-planning and post-planning weeks. It was
from these observations and the desire to interpret them that the
writer selected this problem for his research.
Contribution to Educational Theory and Practice,—It is believed
that the data collected and Interpreted through this research will
have the following possible contributiona to education:
1. It will offer to administrators and other school personnel
pragmatic recommendations i^ch will aid in making more
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effective and productive the programs of pre-planning and
post-planning weeks.
2. It will reveal genuine weaknesses which exist in the present
pre-planning and post-planning programs -which have and are
now causing a lack of interest as manifested by -the teachers.
Statement of the Problem.—The problem involved in this research
was -bo ascertain the opinions of the teachers in Hancock and Greene
Counties as "to the degree of effectiveness of pre-planning and post¬
planning weeks in their schools. Further, -to foimulate from teadiers’
opinions and over-all findings of this study suggestions for making
effective use of pre-planning and post-planning weeks.
Limitations of the Study.—One limitation of the study was that
no attempt was made to compare the opinions of the subjects with the
opinions of teachers elsewhere. Another was the fact -that much of -the
infozmatian obtained concerning -be subjects depended largely upon the
mariner and truthfulness with which they answered. Nevertheless, it
is felt that the study will reveal some -valuable information in terms
of the over-all purposes -undertaken.
Purpose of the Study.—The major purpose of this study was to
ascertain from the teachers of Hancock and Greene Counties, Georgia
whether or not they felt that the pre-planning and post-planning
weeks are effectively used in their respective or particular counties.
More specifically, the purposes weres
1. To determine the opinions of "the Hancock and Greene County
teachers with reference -to pre-planning and post-planning
for the administrative area of general procedures.
2. To determine the opinions of the Hancock and Greene County
teachers with reference to pre-planning for the administra¬
tive area of routines pertaining to the opening of school.
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3. To determine the opinions of the Hancock and Greene County
teachers with reference to pre-planning and post-planning
for the administrative area of program planning.
U. To determine the opinions of the Hancock and Greene County
teachers with reference to pre-planning and post-planning
for the administrative area of in-service education.
5. To determine the opinions of the Hancock and Greene County
teachers with reference to post-planning for the administra¬
tive area of evaluation.
6. To determine the differences, if ai^, between the opinions
of the teachers in Hancock and those in Greene County toward
pre-planning and post-planising sessions.
7. To formulate whatever inqjlications for educational theory
and practice derived from the analyses and interpretation
of the data.
Definition of Terms.—The terras that were used in the study are
defined as follows:
1. "Pre-planning Week," as used in this study refers to the
five days used for planning prior to the opening of school.
2. "Pbst-planning Week," as used in this study refers to the
five days used for planning and evaluation at the close of
the school term.
3. "In-service Education," as used in this study refers to a
group of planned learning experiences designed to foster
the professional growth of teachers after employment.^
Locale of the Stu(^.—The counties involved in this study were
Hancock and Greenej they are located in the Northeastern section of
Georgia. The counties are predominantly agrarian in nature thereby
giving rise to little industry. Most of the inhabitants are farm
laborers and lumber mill workers.
1
Roberta T. Smith, "An Analytical Evaluation of the In-Service
Program of "the Public Schools of Clayton County, Georgia" (unpublished
Master's thesis. School of Education, Atlanta tfoiversity, 1956), p. 3.
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Period of the Study.—This study was conducted dxiring the 1962-
1963 school year with the final statistical work and report writii^
being done during the summer of 1963.
Method of Research.—The Descriptive-Survey Method of research,
eit^jloying the techniques of questionnaire, documentary materials and
inteiview, was used to gather the data for this study.
Subjects.—The subjects involved in this study were the educa¬
tional personnel of Hancock and Greene Counties, Georgia. The distri¬
bution of the personnel was as follows: lUU teachers, 7 administrators
or principals and two curriculum directors. Of the lUU teachers, 98
were elementary teachers and U6 were high school teachers. Of the
total number responding to the writer’s request 2 or 1 per cent does
not hold a professional degreej however, all of those not holding a
professional degree do hold professional two or three year certificates.
There are 137 or 99 per cent of the group holding either B.A. or B.S.
degrees. Of the 139 persons responding, 8 or 6 per cent hold the
Master’s degree. The teaching experience ranged from one to ten years
and over.
Description of Instruments.—The instruments used for the collec¬
tion of data were:
1. A questionnaire specifically designed to collect data
pertaining to the opinions of teachers towards the
effectiveness of the pre-planning and post-planning
weeks.
2. An interview schedule through idiich to secure substantiating
data from administrators pertaining to activities carried
on during pre-planning and post-planning weeks.
Criterion of Eeliabllity.—The ’’criterion of reliability” for the
significant difference statistics was established with reference to a ”t"
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of 2.58 at the one (.01) per cent level of confidence at 137 degrees of
freedom.
Operational Steps.—The procedxiral steps used in conducting this
research are characterized below.
1. The Related Literature pertinent to this study was reviewed
and summarized and presented in the final thesis copy.
2. Penjiission to conduct this research was secured from the
proper school officials in Hancock and Greene Counties,
Georgia.
3. The construction, validation and approval of the question¬
naire on the opinions of teachers towards pre-planning and
post-planning week programs were done during the months
of October and November.
U. The contact, orientation towards and securing of the parti¬
cipation of the educational personnel in Hancock and Greene
Counties, Georgia was done during the month of January. The
writer administered all of the questionnaires.
5. The data derived from the questionnaires, interviews and
documentary materials were assembled into appropriate
tables for the purpose of analysis, interpretations and
treatment of the data.
6. The formulation of findings, conclusions, implications and
recommendations which are included in the final thesis copy.
Summary of Related literature.—A summary of the related litera¬
ture which was done in connection with this study is presented in the
series of over-all findings pertinent to theories, principles and
research having to do with the problems of this research.
1. The most promising techniques used for the stimulation
of professional growth among teaching personnel are:
a. Organizing teachers into committees to study problems.
b. Providing a professional library and browsing room for
teachers.
c. Visiting other teachers in one’s own school or other
schools.
d. Giving special financial awards for participating in
programs of in-service education.
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2, Difficulties that seem to ke^ teacher-planning meetings
from being a success were: lack of a feeling of responsi¬
bility for the success of the meeting by members of the
groupj the assumption of too much responsibility by the
status leader; and a general impression that many of the
meetings were not worthwhile.
3. The purposes of pre-planning and post-planning sessions
were fotmd to be:
a. To handle efficiently the routine work in connection
with the operation of schools.
b. To plan total school programs which insure continuing
improvement of educational services to children and
the community.
c. To provide in-service profesMonal growth opportunities
for teachers, principals and other school personnel.
d. To evaluate plana, policies and activities cf the year;
to make suggestions for better implementation.
U. The role of leadership is to make certain that all members
of the group feel secure and capable of making their unique
contributions to the activities of the group.
5. In-service education provides a means of continued pro¬
fessional growth through directed and supervised teaching
experience, study groups, consultative services, seminars,
on-campus courses, summer study and educative travel.
Summary of Findinga
A summary of the basic findinga of this dbudy follows.
General Area of Pre-Planning
Table 1
With reference to the general area of pre-planning, the follow¬
ing findinga were obtained: the responses received fl-om the question¬
naire items show that pre-planning sessions are generally favorable.
They also ^owed that the principal’s resourcefulness is utilized in
planning the activities of pre-planning but teachers' and curriculum
directors' resourcefulness is not utilized to their fullest extent.
Routines Pertaining to the Opening of School
Table 2
With reference to the routines pertaining to the opening of
school, the following findings were obtained: the responses obtained
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from the questionnaire items showed that the mechanical details, such
as scheduling, school records (attendance, cumulative and financial)
were adequately explained hut more time should be allotted to getting




With reference to program planning, the following findings were
obtainedt the responses from the questionnaire items showed that not
enough time is spent studying cumulative records in regards to planning
the year’s work. Yet, plenty of time is spent discussing, explaining,
clarifying and recommending policies needed. The responses also
revealed that the faculty group should take a closer look at long-
range goals and objectives.
In-Service Education
Table It
With reference to the in-service education program, the following
findings were obtained: responses from the questionnaire items showed
a definite need for consultative services during pre-planning. They
also ^owed a need for faculty members to review the curriculum and
plan for revisions. The responses further indicated that these
activities were of administrative importance and/or function.
General Area of Post-Planning
Table 5
With reference to the general area of post-planning, the follow¬
ing findings were obtained: the responses received from the question¬
naire items revealed that post-planning sessions are generally favorable.
However, they revealed that advanced committees were not being utilized,
in a majority of cases, to plan post-planning activities.
Program Planning
Table 6
With reference to program planning, the following findings were
obtained: the responses received from the questionnaire items indi¬
cated a need for more time to study pre-registered children and to
look at scholastic records or achievements of pupils. There was





With reference to the in-service education program, the follow¬
ing findings were obtained: the responses indicated that post-plan¬
ning week is a good time to point out problems for summer study; a
good time for proposing short and long-range activities for future
in-service programs. They further revealed that this week could be
used for charting and reviewing the results of the testing program.
However > the re^onses revealed that this week is not used too
effectively to plan next year’s in-service program in the li^t of
this past year's experiences.
Evaluation
Table 8
With reference to evaluation, the following findings were
obtained: responses indicated that post-planning week should
afford time to look at the strengths and weaknesses of the instruc¬
tional program. They also indicated that time should be used to
survey the scope and content of existing school programs to
determine if deletions, additions or changes should be made.
Significant Differences
Tables 9 and 10
The summary of significant differences will be presented
Tinder two captions, to wit: pre-planning and post-planning. We
will look at the differences, if any, between the excellent, good,
average, below average and poor responses for both areas.
Significant Differences on Ere-Planning Program Between the
Excellent Responses of the Hancock and
Greene County Teachers
Table 9
With reference to the excellent responses, the following
measures were obtained: the total excellent re^onses for the
Hancock County teachers was 5U3 or 30,13 per cent with a standard
error of .Ol*. The total excellent responses for the Greene County
teachers was liO? or 28.95 per cent with a standard error of .0^.
The data indicated a difference between the two groups of
1.00. The standard error of the difference between the two per
cents was .07 with a resultant "tw of .001 which was not significant.
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Significant Differences on Pre-ELanning Program Between
The Good Responses of the Hancock and
Greene County Teachers
Table 9
With reference to the good responses, the following measures
were founds the total good responses for the Hancock County teachers
was 653 or 36,3k per cent with a standard error of ,05. The total
good responses for the Greene County teachers was ^h7 or 38.90 per
cent with a standard error of .06.
The data of the Hancock and Greene County teachers indicated
a difference between the two groups of 3.00. The standard error of
the difference between the two per cents was .08 with a resultant
’’t" of .OOU idiidh. was not significant.
Significant Differences on Pre-Planaaing Program Between
The Average Responses of the Hancock
And Greene County Teachers
Table 9
With reference to the average responses, the following measures
were obtainedt the total average responses for the Hancock County
teachers was I4.30 or 23.86 per cent with a standard error of .Olt.
The total average responses for the Greene County teachers was 332
or 23.61 per cent with a standard error of .05.
The data of the Hancock and Greene County teachers indicated
a difference between the two groups of 0.00. The standard error
of difference between the two per cents was .07 with a resultant
«t" of 0 which was not significant.
Significant Differences on Pre-Planning Program Between
The Below Average Responses of the Hancock
And Greene County Teachers
Table 9
With reference to the below average responses, the following
measures were foxmd: the total below average responses for the
Hancock County teachers was 119 or 6.6O per cent with a standard
error of .02. The total below average rei^onses for the Greene
County teachers was 76 or 5.iil per cent with a standard error of
.02.
The data of the Hancock and Greene County teachers indicated
a difference between the two groups of 2.00. The standard error of
the difference between the two per cents was .03 with a resultant
H" of .003 idiich was not significant.
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Significant Differences on Pre-Planning Program Between
The Poor Responses of the Hancock
And Greene County Teachers
Table 9
With reference to the poor responses the following measures
were obtained: the total poor responses for the Hancock County
teachers was 57 or 3.16 per cent with a standard error of ,02,
The total poor responses of the Greene County teachers was or
3.13 per cent with a standard error of .02.
The data of the Hancock and Greene County teachers indicated
a difference between the two groups of 0.00. The standard error
of the difference between the two per cents was .03 with a resultant
"t" of 0 tdiich was not significant.
Significant Differences on Post-Planning Program
Between the Excellent Responses of the
Hancock and Greene County Teachers
Table 10
With reference to the excellent responses, the following
measures were obtained: the total excellent responses for the
Hancock County teachers was lt73 or 32.13 per cent with a standard
error of ,05. The total excellent responses for the Greene County
teachers was 308 or 26.25 per cent with a standard error of ,05.
The data of the Hancock and Greene Cotinty teachers indicated
a difference between the two grotps of 7.00. The standard error
of the difference between the two per cents was .07 with a resultant
•*t« of .01 idiich was not significant.
Significant Differences on Post-Planning Program
Between the Good Responses of the
Hancock and Greene County Teachers
Table 10
With reference to the good re^onses, the following measures
were obtained: the total good responses for the Hancock County
teachers was 503 or 3h»Vl per cent with a standard error of .05.
The total good responses of the Greene County teachers was ii.52 or
38.53 per cent with a standard error of .06,
The data of the Hancock and Greene County teachers indicated
a difference between the two groups of 5.00. The standard error
of the difference between the two per cents was .08 with a resultant
"t" of ,01 ;Aiich was not significant.
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Significant jW.fferencea on Post-Planning Program
Between the Average Re^onses of the
Hancock and Greene County Teachers
Table 10
With reference to the average responses, the following measures
were obtainedt the total average responses for the Hancock County-
teachers was 329 or 22.35 per cent with a standard error of .OU,
The -total average responses for the Greene County teachers was 298
or 25.i|0 per cent with a standard error of .05.
The data of the Hancofck and Greene County teachers indicated a
differ«ice between the two groups of 3.00. The standard error of
the difference between the two per cents was ,07 -with a resultant
"t" of ,00li which was not significant.
Significant Differences on Post-Planning Program
Between the Below Average Responses of the
Hancock and Greene County Teachers
Table 10
Wi-th reference -to the below average responses, the following
measures were obtained: the total below average responses for the
Hancock Co\mty teachers was 111), or 7.75 per cent -with a standard
error of .03* The total below average responses for the Greene
County teachers was 7U or 6,30 per cent -with a standard error of
.02.
The data of -the Hancock and Greene County teachers indicated
a difference between the two groups of 2.00, The standard error or
■the difference between the two per cents was ,03 "with a resultant
"t" of .01 >diidh was not significant.
Significant Differences on Post-Planning Program
Between -the Poor Responses of the
Hancock and Greene County Teachers
Table 10
With reference -to -the poor responses, the following measures
were obtainedt -the total poor responses for the Hancock County
teachers was 53 or 3.60 per cent with a standard error of ,02.
The data of the Hancock and Greene County teachers indicated a
difference between the two groups of 0.00, The standard error of
■the difference between the two per cents was .03 with a resultant
"t" of 0 idiich was not significant.
Conclusions.—The findings of this study appear -to warrant
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the following conclusions:
1. The pre-planning and post-planning sessions are generally
favorable.
2. The mechanical details, such as scheduling, school records
(attendance, ctanulative and financial) were adequately
explained but more lime diould be allotted for getting
rooms and Biaterial ready for the first day of school.
3. Not enough time is spent studying cumulative records and
scholastic achievements of pupils as a basis for planning
the year's work.
it. There is a need for consultative services during pre-planning
programsj post-planning is a good time for pointing out pro¬
blems for summer study and a good time for proposing short
and long-range activities for future in-service programs.
5. Post-planning week should afford time to look at the strengths
and weaknesses of ihe instructicmal program.
6. The difference between the opinions of the teachers of
Hancock and Greene Counties toward pre-planning and post¬
planning sessions was not statistically significant.
I^lications.—The iit^jlications stemming from the findings of
this research are as follows:
1. That there is a need on the part of the administrators and
teachers of the Hancock and Greene County Systems to re¬
evaluate, and where necessary, reorgardze the pre-planning
and post-planning programs.
2. That there is a need in the Hancock and Greene County
Systems to make greater uee of the State Department
Consultative services during the pre-planning sessions.
3. That more effective pre-planning and post-planning sessions
will lessen the lack of interest manifested by the teaching
personnel.
Recommendations.—As corollary formulations derived from the
findings, conclusions and implications idiich stemmed from this research,
the recommendations to follow are deemed warranted.
1. All members of the educational personnel of the Hancock and
Greene County Systems might systematically be used in
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formulating more coD5)lete and compatible programs for pre¬
planning and post-planning sessions,
*
2. The members of the educational personnel responsible for
planning pre-planning and post-planning week programs should
follow ^judiciously the State Department Bulletin, •’Pre-Plan¬
ning and Post-Planning," to make sure that they are in keep¬
ing with idiat the State Department recommends for these
sessions.
3. Once the programs have been set-up, constant and continuous
restudy should take place to avoid a state of apathy among
the members of the educational personnel of both counties.
U. More time should be allotted to the study of ctiraulative
records, scholastic achievements and the strengths and
weaknesses of the instructional programs.
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THE OPINICNS OF TEACHERS FROM HANCOCK AND ffilEENE COUNTIES, GEORGIA
TOWARD FEE-HANNING AND POST-PLANNING WEEK AND THE
IMFIICATICNS FOR ADMINISTRATORS, 1962-1963
QUESTIONNAIRE
DIRECTIONS
HLease answer each item in order that the writer may get an
adequate sample from each participant. The question-items have
been constructed so as to require a minimum time in (decking
either by encircling an item or in short phrase responses.
Thank you.
I. PROFESSIONAL STATUS
1. Name of county
2. Name of school
3« Tears of teaching experience: (encircle one) 1, 2, 3, U,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 or over
It. Tears of teaching experience in this county: (encircle One)
1, 2, 3, It, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 or over
5. Tears of teaching e3q)erience in this state: (encircle one)
1, 2, 3, it, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, -10 or over




(b) Clark (f) Paine
(c) Fort Valley (g) Savannah State




7. Area of specilizationr Major Minor
8. Circle your degree or degreest B.A., B.S., M.A., M.S., M.Ed.,
Ph.D,
9. Circle type of certificate held: Professional, Provisional
10. Are you presently teaching in your field? Tea No
11. ELanentary teachers please circle grade or grades taught:
(a) 1 (d) li (g) 7
(b) 2 (e) 5 (h) 8
(c) 3 (f) 6 (i) Combination Grades






Please conqjleta every item in order that the writer may get an
adequate Sasple from each participant. Circle the appropriate
number on 'Uie rating scale that indicates your opinion on each
item below: 5-excellent, it-good, 3-average, 2-below average,
1-poor. Thank you.
General
1. How effective is your pre-planning
week?
2. To yitiat extent have the purposes of
pre-planning been explained to you?
3. To what extent are you included in
the planning of liie activities for
pre-planning?
It. To what extent would you be willing












6. To what extent is the principal's 5 -
resourcefulness utilized during
pre-planning week?
7. To idiat extent is the curriculum 5 -
director's resourcefulness utilized
during pre-planning week?
8. To what extent wo\ild you be willing 5 -
to participate in a ^cific pre¬
planning activity?
9. To idiat extent do you consider the 5 -
above procedures as of administra¬
tive iitqDortance and/or function?
.Routines Pertaining to the Opening of School
1. To what extent were the mechanical 5 -
details of the school, i.e., schedul¬
ing, attendance records, ctunula1d.ve
records, iinancial records, etc.,
explained to you?
2. To what extent is time allotted for 5 -
getting rooms and materials ready
for the first day of school?
3. To what extent does this week serve 5 -
to orient new members of the group?
k» To idiat extent do you consider the 5 -
above procedures as of adraiiaistra-
tive iaportance and/or function?
C. Program Planning
1. To vhat extent is time spent in 5 -
discussing, explaining and clarify¬
ing the school policies and recom¬
mending policies needed?
2. How well are long-rai^e goals and 5 -




































3. To idiat extent are cuBialative
records used in the li^t of plan¬
ning the year's work, individually
and by faculty groups?
li. How effectively does the system use
comMttees in making plans for the
use and selection of instructional
materials?
5. To what extent do you consider the
above procedures as of administra¬
tive importance and/or function?
D. In-Service Education
1. To -idiat degree does this week
facilitate the total in-service
program in your school?
2. To idiat extent is consultative
services used during pre-planning
week?
3. To what extent does your faculty
use time to review the curriculum
and plan for revisions?
To idiat extent does this week allow
for planning for further in-service
training according to recognized
needs and making out the over-all
schedule for these activities?
5, To what extent does your faculty
study cases involving children with
problems in order that teachers may
have a better understanding of
children in general?
6. To idiat extent do you consider the
above procedures as of administra¬
tive iuportance and/or function?
HI. PQST-PIAIINING AREA
A. General













2. To what extenthave the pTorpoaea 5-U-3-2-1
of poat-planning week been explained
to you?
3. To idiat extent are you included in
planning the activitiea of poat-
planning?
Ij, To idiat extent are advanced
committeea utilized to plan the
achedule of activitiea of the poat-
planning aesaiona?
5. To ^at extent do you conaider the
above procedurea a a of adndniatra-
tive inportance and/or function?
B, Program Planning
1. To what extent do yofu uae this time
for reviewing pre-regiatered children?
2. To idaat extent is 'this week used to 5-it~3-2-l
look at the sdiolastic records of
pupils?
3. To what extent is this week used for 5-U-3 - 2-1
reviewir^ the current or planning for
the future testing program?
li.. To vttat extent do you uae some of 5-i;-3-2-l
this time to evaluate newly publi^ed
or revised editions of textbooks?
To what extent do you conaider the
above procedures as of administra¬
tive importance and/or function?
C. In-Service Education
1. How effective waa last year's
in-service program?
2« To what extent is this week used
for planning next year's in-service
program in the light of this past
year's experiences?
3. To idiat degree do you think post¬
planning week can be used for pro¬






5. U- 3. 2-1
5 - U - 3 - 2 - 1
5-l^-3.2-l
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activities for futtire in-service
programs?
k» To idiat extent do you think that S - k - 3 - 2-1
post-planning week is a good time
for pointing out problems for
summer study?
To idiat extent do you think that 5-U-3-2-1
this week could be used for charting
and reviewing the results of the
testing program?
6. To idiat extent do you think that 5-i^“3-2-l
post-planning week would be a good
time to have limited social activi¬
ties to faciliiaie good human
relations among the faculty group?
D. Evaluation
1. To what extent do you think that 5-U-3-2-1
post-planning week could be used
for evaluating file activities
participated in by teachers during
the past term?
2. To idiat extent do you think that 5-U-3-2-1
post-planning week could afford
time to look at the strengths and
weaknesses of the instructional
program?
3. To what extent do you think that 5-li-3-2-l
post-planning week is a good time
for surveying the scope and content
of the existing school program to
determine if deletions, additions
or changes should be made?
U. To what extent do you Ihink that 5-it-3-2-l
time during the post-planning week
could be used to evaluate in-sdiool
and out-of-school activities parti¬
cipated in by the pupils?
5. To Tdiat extent do you think that 5-l;-3-2-l
time duiing post-planning week could
be used to summartze the value and
use of teaching aids in instruc¬
tion?
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6. To what extent do you consider 5-lt-3-2-l





Tuskegee Institute, B.S., I9I18; Student, Atlanta
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Experience
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